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This preliminary beta version of  the electronic book is in Adobe pdf  

format. The final book will have multimedia features and will be pub-

lished in multiple formats to support diverse reading platforms. There are 

a few glitches with the beta version, which will be corrected in the final 

eBook. 

YOuR COmmeNts Will Help us

Thank you for agreeing to be a beta tester for The Eye is a Door. Your com-

ments and suggestions will help improve the final version of  this eBook. 

We welcome all suggestions, but are particularly interested in the follow-

ing issues.

1. Functionality. How could this be improved? What additional features 

would be useful?

2. Content. What did you find most interesting and/or important? Was 

anything surprising or provocative? Is there something you disagree with? 

Is there anything missing? Do you have any further suggestions?

The Eye Is a Door Beta 0.2
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3. Audience. Who do you think might be interested in this book and who 

would you recommend it to? Would you use this book in a class?

Please send your comments (critique, suggestions, praise) to the editorial 

and production team via Anne Whiston Spirn at Wolf  Tree Press (spirn@

wolftreepress.com).

KNOWN issues iN Beta 0.2

1. Improper Display. The photographic essays are meant to be viewed as a 

sequence of  pairs (with even-numbered images on the left and odd-num-

bered images on the right). You may need to set the viewing preferences 

in order to view the essays as intended: View > Page Display > Two-Up.

2. Link Malfunction. Links to photographs discussed in the text are indicat-

ed with the symbol of  a lens. Those followed by a number refer to photo-

graphs in the photo essays. Those without a number are additional images, 

which can only be viewed within the text. To access a photo within the 

text, click on the symbol, and the image will appear. To return to the text, 

click on the image page, and it will disappear. In some cases, these links 

have stopped working.

mailto:spirn@wolftreepress.com
mailto:spirn@wolftreepress.com
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 Ours is a visual culture, people say. Images proclaim, entertain, 

urge, and entice: on television and the Internet, in newspapers and maga-

zines, on flyers and billboards. People may be surrounded by imagery, 

but few interpret those images deeply and critically. To call ours a visual 

culture is to be impressed by the volume and intensity of  images and to 

miss the dearth of  visual literacy. Research shows that perception and 

cognition are intimately linked and that many people can think more flu-

ently and inventively with images than with words or numbers, yet schools 

rarely teach visual literacy. Teachers are all to prone to deem as “disabled” 

the intelligent visual thinkers who struggle with words or numbers. There 

is a “visual turn,” scholars say. An outpouring of  books and articles on 

imagery in recent years has promoted programs in visual culture and visual 

studies, but the focus is on images and their meanings rather than on the 

practice of  image-making and its potential to transform understanding. Never 

have so many people owned cameras, and never have their snapshots been 

so widely distributed and shared. The world is being recorded, but to what 

end? Few use the camera as a way to think. Visual thinking is a crucial 

skill, and photography is one of  its tools, but that potential is unfulfilled.

 The neglect of  visual thinking has consequences. Visual illiter-

acy, the inability to recognize and interpret visible signs and phenome-

na, whether natural or man-made, is widespread. Wonders and warnings, 
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alike, go unseen and undetected. Failure to see and appreciate wonders 

may impoverish the spirit, but failure to perceive and understand warnings 

threatens well-being and survival. Illness goes undiagnosed when doctors 

fail to recognize pertinent visual clues. Policies fail to achieve their goals 

when the authors, relying on statistics and theory rather than on first-

hand observation, do not recognize underlying causes. Homes and busi-

nesses are built on dangerous ground when planners are blind to the evi-

dence of  natural forces that shape the city.

 I once thought that the failure of  city builders to take account 

of  natural processes was due to lack of  knowledge, and I wrote my first 

book, The Granite Garden: Urban Nature and Human Design, to help fill that 

void. After its publication in 1984, I was surprised by how many people, 

including scientists and naturalists, resisted or ignored the evidence that 

cities are part of  the natural world. I began to understand that this resis-

tance arose, in part, from an inability to read the signs of  ongoing natural 

processes in landscape. I wrote my next book, The Language of  Landscape to 

help people relearn this fundamental skill. Now I understand that the lack 

of  landscape literacy is part of  a larger failure of  perception and imagina-

tion, with consequences far beyond the design and construction of  cites.

  The Eye Is a Door invites the reader to see more acutely and to 

explore the practice of  photography as a form of  inquiry, using land-

scape as the primary subject. It is for people who want to use the camera 

to discover and think as well as to capture a beautiful scene. The book’s 

focus on landscape reflects my own use of  photography to study land-

scape as the mutual shaping of  people and place. Landscape is an ideal 

vehicle for honing the skill of  visual thinking; landscape is always at hand, 

whether in city, suburb, or countryside, and its meanings are not just met-

aphorical, but real, their  messages practical as well as poetic. The skill, 

once acquired, is transferable to other subjects. Strategies of  visual think-

ing – observation, pattern recognition, repatterning – apply to investigat-

ing human health and behavior, meteorology, molecular structure, or any 

other subject, anywhere – in the laboratory or studio, at home or in the 

field.

 This book is the product of  personal experience, but it is not a 

memoir. I agree with Paul Valéry that, sometimes, “it is more useful to 

speak of  what one has experienced than to pretend to a knowledge that 

is entirely impersonal, an observation with no observer.”  “There is no 

theory,” Valéry wrote, “that is not a fragment, carefully prepared, of  some 

autobiography.”1 I know, for example, that one can reason with images 

and without words, because I do so myself. I believe that patterns and the 

ideas to which they give rise are latent in the world, waiting to be discov-

ered, because I have found them there. I reflect on my own visual thinking 

through photography as one model of  practice, since it is the one I know 

most intimately.

 I am primarily a visual thinker. Writing, for me, is a process of  

translation from images to words, and, yet, I was not exposed to formal 

visual language until graduate school and, before that, did not even know 

such a language existed. At first, I had learned art as a medium for self  

expression and for recording people and places, but not as a means of  

reasoning. In college, as an art history major, I learned to analyze images, 

to perceive the ideas embedded there, and to translate them into words. 

Art history taught me to see more keenly, but not to express my own ideas 

in images. Only later, in a graduate program in landscape architecture, 

was I taught to use drawing as a medium of  visual thinking, a means to 

grasp a whole and its parts, to display processes and interactions, and to 

map out the structure of  ideas – a bridge from the landscape-as-it-is to 

what-it-had-been and to what-it-might-become. But photographs were re-

garded as useful  mainly for documentation and communication, not, like 

drawing, for critical reasoning, and there existed no manual for how to use 

photography this way. The Eye Is a Door is the guide that I wished for.

 Why a door and not a window? A window is something to look 

through, but a doorway is to pass through; crossing a threshold, one enters 

a new place. To see, to really see, is to open a door. To pass through that 

door is to arrive at a new understanding. Thus the titles of  the book’s 
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three parts: Threshold (an essay of  photographs), The Open Door (an 

essay of  words), and Passage (an essay of  photographs). “Earth Shadow,” 

the prologue, precedes the whole; it describes a wonder that most people 

never see, one example of  the ideas and stories that are embedded in the 

world, waiting to be discovered and read.

 The eight chapters of  The Open Door expand on the prologue: 

from photography as a tool of  discovery to mastery of  its craft, from 

finding a place to stand to the observation and interpretation of  light and 

color, from the deciphering of  significant detail to the drawing out of  an 

idea.

  “Photography and the Art of  Visual Thinking,” the first chapter, 

describes how photography has been, from its invention, a means of  dis-

covery for scientists and artists alike. “The Craft the Subject Demands” 

disputes Susan Sontag’s denigration of  photography as an effortless prac-

tice where all it takes is “a touch of  the finger” to produce “a complete 

work.” The “touch of  the finger” is but a part of  a process of  observ-

ing, reflecting, focusing,  editing,  printing, and sequencing that may last 

hours, days, months, even years. The nature of  the “complete work” and 

the craft required to achieve it depend on the photographer’s subject. 

“‘Knowing Where to Stand’” is to know oneself  and one’s subject.. 

Moving several feet, or even a few inches, backward or forward, to one 

side or the other, up or down, can change the whole story. “Lights of  

Day, in Season, in Place” explains how light varies in intensity, clarity, and 

color with place, season, and time of  day; how it responds to, exposes, or 

conceals materials, surfaces, forms, creates shadows; how light, in turn, is 

reflected, absorbed, and transformed by surfaces; how light affects mood 

and conveys meaning. “What Color Tells” depicts color as far more than 

an aesthetic consideration; color is information.“Significant Detail,” alone 

and in combination, exposes a larger pattern. Visual thinking is an art of  

pattern-seeking, of  culling the significant from a welter of  the irrelevant 

or peripheral. Photographers seek significant detail as metaphor to stand 

for a larger whole,  to hint at the deeper meaning beneath the surface, 

to tell a story. “‘What Is There, Hidden and Real’” recounts how a pho-

tographer can divine the ideas latent in landscape, the camera a diviner’s 

rod, and how printing, editing, grouping, and sequencing are also means 

of  drawing out the ideas embodied in photographs. “The Eye Is a Door” 

concludes the book with a discussion of  how photographs and words can 

open (or close) the doors of  perception and what is found beyond those 

doors.

 The two photographic essays, Threshold and Passage, embrace the 

text of  The Open Door, each reinforcing and demonstrating the others. 

Images and words correspond, but a single photograph represents more 

than a single idea or story, and each sequence of  photographs has its 

own logic. Photographs and texts, when placed on facing pages, tie down 

the image to the text it accompanies and can distract the eye. Separating 

photographs and text enables the reader to experience the images unen-

cumbered. Still, some may wish for fewer  words. The norm, in a book 

of  photographs, is for the photographer to utter only a brief  statement 

or to remain silent, and for others to write the accompanying essays. But, 

for me, writing and photography are intimately linked, one informing the 

other, and, as photographer and writer Wright Morris observed, “words 

can be as intrusive in their absence as in their presence.”2 Hopefully, 

the text opens up the photographs’ stories without closing down other 

readings.

 Some photographers do write and speak about their subjects, goals, 

and methods. I have learned much from them and have used their experi-

ence to reflect and expand on my own approach, citing some as models. 

For the convenience of  the reader, selected images by these photogra-

phers are included. While others may question the wisdom of  discussing 

the practices of  canonical figures alongside my own, especially the addi-

tion of  their photographs, I hope that the inclusion will aid the reader. 

The list of  photographers presented here is not exhaustive. Many others 

could have served as examples; this is an introduction to photography as 

a way of  looking at and thinking about landscape, not a comprehensive 
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survey.

 The decision to publish The Eye Is a Door as an e-book was to 

make it affordable and freely available to students and others for whom 

the price of  a print addition would be prohibitive, but there are other ad-

vantages to an electronic format, including additional material and links 

to the Internet, as well as to photographs discussed in the text, which 

are indicated by an icon (❂). The numbers accompanying the icons (❂ 

8, for example) identify the photograph’s location in the photo essays; 

those icons without numbers are photographs by other photographers 

(see the List of  Cited Illustrations by Others at the back of  the book). 

Clicking on the icon will bring up the photograph; clicking again will bring 

back the text (note: this feature is not supported by the iPad). This pre-

liminary beta version of  the electronic book is in Adobe pdf  format; the 

final e-book will be published in multiple formats in order to support all 

reading platforms.

 The Eye Is a Door grew out of  a course on landscape photography 

and the art of  visual thinking, which I have offered since 1999, first at 

the University of  Pennsylvania, then, since 2000, at MIT. I have learned 

immeasurably from teaching this class and from my students’ questions, 

observations,  and work, which is archived on the class website (http://

architecture.mit.edu/class/landphoto).

 Visual thinking is learned, and fine teachers showed me how to 

use my eyes, especially art historians Linda Seidel and Charles E. Cohen 

at Harvard University in the 1960s and landscape architects Robert Hanna 

and Narendra Juneja at the University of  Pennsylvania in the 1970s.

 Every photographer cited in this book has been my teacher, direct-

ly or indirectly. For sharing their deep knowledge of  photography and for 

their critique and advice for more than a decade, I owe Paul Caponigro and 

John Paul Caponigro a great debt. I have learned much from discussions 

and fieldwork with Alex MacLean and Camilo Vergara. Joel Meyerowitz 

spoke of  his own practice in two memorable day-long meetings. Wendy 

Ewald, Martin Krieger, Alex MacLean, Steve Moga, Will Steacy, Camilo 

Vergara, and Lewis Watts all agreed to participate in a lecture series on 

“Sensing Place: Photography as Inquiry” at MIT in spring 2006, which en-

riched my understanding, as did our conversations before and after their 

talks. Nathan Lyons and David Freund gave me unpublished manuscripts 

on photographic series and sequences, and Freund his syllabus on the 

topic.

 It was my great good fortune to spend three years immersed in 

the images and words of  Dorothea Lange, including unpublished texts 

and recordings of  Lange reflecting on photography and her purpose and 

practice, all of  which clarified my ideas. I am grateful to Meg Partridge, 

who gave me her transcript of  the recordings, and to Drew Johnson, who 

provided access to the originals in the Dorothea Lange Collection of  the 

Oakland Museum of  California. Research for Daring to Look: Dorothea 

Lange’s Photographs and Reports from the Field also introduced me to Lange’s 

friends and former assistants Rondal Partridge and Christina Gardner 

and her grand-daughter, Dyanna Taylor, who shared their memories and 

insights.

 Many people guided me to the places that inspired the photo-

graphs. Jennifer Taylor brought me to Uluru and to Fairlight Pool and 

North Head in Sydney Harbor in Australia. Sven-Ingvar Andersson intro-

duced me to G. N. Brandt’s Mariebjerg Cemetery and to C. Th. Sorensen’s 

Kongenshus Memorial Park in Denmark, to Gunnar Asplund’s and Sigurd 

Lewerentz’s Forest Cemetery in Stockholm, and to his own home at Marnas 

in Södra Sandby, Sweden. Tom Simons brought me to Alvar Aalto’s studio 

in Helsinki. William Cronon persuaded me to travel to Iceland, where 

Salvör Jónsdóttir arranged for Þorvarður Árnason to accompany me to 

Skaftafel and Einar Saemundsen, to Þingvellir. Gareth Doherty took me 

to the Isle of  Doagh near his home town of  Carndonagh in Inishowen, 

Ireland. Rebeca Dios, Elena Gómez Chico, and Marta Villota helped me 

reach the San Adrian’s Tunnel and the Roman road in the mountains of  

Spain’s Basque country, and Luis Orive showed me abandoned construction 
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sites in Vitoria-Gasteiz. Allen Brown, J. L. Eldred, and Monty Culbertson 

took me with them as they tended irrigation systems in eastern Oregon. 

In Japan, Ayumi Rai and Yoko Saigo accompanied me to Ise, Katsura, 

and Kobe, Ayumi Rai and KeikoTakayama to Saihoji, and Maiko Igata 

to Mount Aso. Friends and family shared their homes while I was in the 

field: Susanne and Hans Andersen, Sven-Invar Andersson, Beata Engels 

Andersson, Helen Armstrong, Tove Henriksen, Salvör Jónsdóttir, Joyce 

Shaw, Richard White and Beverly Purrington, and many others during 

trips for photographs that do not appear in The Eye is a Doorlain .

 Invitations from diverse organizations made possible my travel: 

the Royal Australian Institute of  Architects and University of  Sydney 

to Australia; the Royal Danish Academy of  Fine Arts, Royal Danish 

Agricultural University, University of  Aarhus, and the Swedish Agricultural 

University to Denmark and Sweden; Helsinki University of  Technology 

to Finland; Queens University in Belfast to Ireland; University of  the 

Basque Country to Spain; the Ministry of  Construction and the Expo 

90 Foundation to Japan; the International Association for Landscape 

Ecology to the Colorado Plains. During the 1990s, the Organization for 

Economic Cooperation and Development sponsored many trips to Paris.

 A grant from the Graham Foundation provided funds for travel to 

all the places Dorothea Lange photographed in 1939, including Oregon, as 

well as to archives at the Oakland Museum of  California and the Library 

of  Congress in Washington, D.C. A project fellowship from the National 

Endowment for the Arts made possible the printing of  color photographs. 

A faculty research grant from the University of  Pennsylvania and grants 

from the MIT Council on the Arts and the Dean’s Office of  the MIT 

School of  Architecture and Planning funded digital scans and prints. A 

HASS Award from MIT supported the production of  the electronic book.

 The selection and sequencing of  photographs progressed over 

many years, and I am grateful to those who lent their eyes to the task: 

Paul Caponigro, John Paul Caponigro, Aprile Gallant, Glenn Murcutt, and 

Steen Høyer. Birgit Birn, Birgitte Henriksen, Allison Hu, Alan Sislen, Paul 

Spirn, and Isabel Whiston all read drafts of  the manuscript and provided 

valuable criticism.

 Allison Hu designed and produced the website for The Eye Is a 

Door (www.theeyeisadoor.com), as well as the beta version of  the e-book. 

Elizabeth Ramaccia made digital scans of  photographs, and Katie Lorah 

and Anne Bowman researched how new media is changing the ways that 

books find their readers.

 My agent Jill Kneerim provided wise counsel on this publishing 

venture. Mary Virginia Swanson opened up the world of  the photographic 

book and ways to reach the book’s audience.

 Jeannette Hopkins, my editor of  more than thirty years, challenged 

me, as an author, to integrate my identities of  artist, scholar, and activist. 

Editing the final manuscript was her last act. She sent me the manuscript 

the day she died. No author could have a better editor or friend.

 My husband Paul and son Sam agreed to make landscape a central 

feature of  family vacations. Though they are not visible in these photo-

graphs, I feel their presence outside the frame of  many images. Their love 

and support makes all things possible.

 My father gave me my first camera (and many others since) and 

taught me how to think. This book is dedicated to him.

pReFaCetHe eYe is  a DOOR
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1  Uluru, Australia. June 1988. 2  Uluru, Australia. June 1988.
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3  Nahant, Massachusetts. October 2002. 4  Nahant, Massachusetts. September 2000.
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 The first time I saw the earth’s shadow, I assumed it was unique 
to where I was, at Uluru, a mythic spot at the heart of  Australia: red rock, 
sacred place, gathering rare rains – island in a desert sea. The sandstone 
monolith looms above red sand and catches fire from the rising and the 
setting sun. At sunset, tourists converge in an immense parking lot; pho-
tographers stand on car roofs, cameras on tripods poised to capture the 
spectacle. I stepped across the rim of  that parking lot, where grey asphalt 
meets red-orange sand, and walked past the crowd into the desert, my 
camera loaded with Kodachrome, a slow film that required long exposures 
in low light. Without a tripod, I worried that my hands might not be steady 
enough to record what I was seeing as the sun set and the rock blazed, 
darkened and faded. The crowd turned back to buses and cars, though 
the show had just begun: the flaming light faded from the rock, the sky 
beyond changing from blue to yellow to magenta, a dark blue line appear-
ing along the horizon. I clicked the shutter in the progressively longer ex-
posures, and the dark line widened into a rising band, intensified, shaded, 
then disappeared into an indigo sky. A luminous pink oval hovered over 
Uluru. Torn between missing something and being left behind, I ran back 
to a departing bus. ❂ 1 ❂ 2
 Later, in the thirty successive sunset pictures, I saw much my eye 
had overlooked. While I had focused on the red rock, the sky behind 
was changing from blue to dusky rose. I saw the same pattern of  colors 
ten years later in a photograph by Galen Rowell (“Twilight in the White 

Prologue: earth shadow
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Mountains, California”) and learned from Rowell’s text that what I had 
considered a singular wonder unique to Australia’s Uluru happens every-
where on every clear day, and not once but twice, that dark blue band is 
Earth’s shadow.1  ❂  Now, on a clear day, I look to the east at sunset, to 
the west at sunrise, to watch that shadow appear for a few moments at 
dusk and again at dawn – cast onto the atmosphere by the sun passing 
below the horizon, merging with the darkening night and disappearing 
beneath the brightening morning light. Its sequence of  hues is not exact, 
but varies with the presence and position of  clouds and with air’s dust 
and moisture. On some evenings it is the intense aqua of  a robin’s egg, on 
others blue-violet. That cap of  pale magenta is the “anti-twilight arch,” 
a reflection of  afterglow. ❂ 4  Certain moments of  color are seldom re-
peated; one may never see them again.
 My home is on a small peninsula down a  mile-long, narrow cause-
way reaching out into Massachusetts Bay ten miles north of  Boston. I 
am mindful of  tides, weather, water, light. Offshore to the northeast is 
Egg Rock, a lightcatcher. One October evening the sea shimmered irides-
cent; at sunset, a rosy arch lifted in the eastern sky behind Egg Rock and 
turned the water rose as well. As the earth’s shadow ascended, shallow 
waves moved toward shore during the slack water at tide’s turn, reflecting 
parts of  the sky. Rocks along the coast darkened. For an instant, when sky 
and sea were rose, violet, and lavender, my camera was on the tripod, the 
shutter blinked, light streaming through the lens, exposing the film for a 
fraction of  a second before the afterglow faded. A photographer knows 
how fleeting such instants are. “You captured that rare lilac light,” said a 
friend who lives beside the water. “I’ve lived here all my life and I’ve never 
seen this,” said another neighbor who lives two blocks from the shore. ❂ 3
 “Don’t you like sunsets?” a man protested as I turned my back on 
a spectacular gaudy sky near Tucson, Arizona, my camera on its tripod 
pointing east, watching for the earth’s shadow to lift above mountains of  
pale brown and dark umber across the Sonoran desert. The sky was bluer 
than the western sky, the colors less saturated, and the tall saguaro stems 
were an eerie green. Once I, too, had looked west at sunset, east at sunrise. 
Now I stand in a place where the view of  the sky is broad, the horizon 
visible, and look in both directions, whether from across a sea or lake or 
open plain, hill or rooftop to observe sunrise/sunset and Earth’s shadow. 

With an opening day and a gathering night, the sun seems to rise and fall 
as if  the earth were the pivot of  the universe. To perceive the earth as a 
whirling sphere I watch its shadow move. Sometimes, in the evening when 
the earth’s shadow grows from thin dark line to broad arch, I feel the 
earth turning.

 Stories of  being and becoming are embodied in the world, waiting 
to be read. Some, like Earth’s shadow, are cosmic, others are mundane. 
I search for both and the processes that drive the narratives to discover 
the patterns that underlie them. I look for  places where process creates a 
pattern that transcends scale, where I can appreciate how similar process-
es shape the local landscape, the earth and the universe, like a “galaxy” 
of  sea foam. ❂ 8 Where human settlement and the landscape’s own deep 
structure correspond (The Ridgeway ❂ 17, High Plains ❂ 18). Where 
people have shaped and arranged landscape to express identity and idea 
(Kongenshus ❂ 10 , Saihoji ❂ 32 ), where cultures have acknowledged 
the power of  place (Uluru ❂ 27). To learn to read the stories in landscape 
I looked first for places easily read: seashores, deserts, and mountains; 
sacred landscapes of  memorials, cemeteries, places of  worship; politi-
cal landscapes as in Washington, D.C. Such landscape primers prepared 
me for more complex readings, as in the Scottish Highlands, the Salton 
Sea, the Black Bottom of  West Philadelphia, dark overlapping stories of  
natural and human history. ❂ 9 Some places have extraordinary power to 
stir human emotions and inspire stories; I seek these out to understand 
the source of  their power and to learn how a similar power might be 
found or instilled by design in more ordinary places. I search for places 
that reflect phenomena too vast or abstract to experience directly: con-
tinental plates colliding or global warming. I am looking for the extraor-
dinary in the ordinary. The earth shadow I once thought was unique to 
Uluru, turned out to be recurrent, there for all who have the eyes to see. 
At first I had looked, but did not see. My camera recorded a spectacle, but 
my mind missed the wonder. Years later, my photographs reconstructed 
the experience so I could perceive pattern, and then seek and find the 
same phenomenon elsewhere. Photography is a medium of  thought; it is 
a means of  discovery and expression, a way to decipher patterns, to work 
out ideas, to find and tell stories. Through photography, I want to inspire 
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others to look deeply at the surface of  things and beyond to the stories 
landscapes tell, the processes that shape human lives and communities, 
the earth itself, and the universe. To pick up a camera and use it to see.
 To see is to discover. To understand cause and effect, to compre-
hend the forces that structure society and universe. To learn how ideas, 
values, and beliefs shape the world, to experience ideas directly, and to 
learn that ideas have consequences. To envision is to reflect on what once 
was and imagine what might be, to open a door between mind and world, 
and to pass through that door. The eye is a door.

tHe OpeN DOOR
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5  Baker City, Oregon. May 2005. 6  Mount Aso, Japan. October 2002.
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7  Saguaro National Park. Tucson, Arizona. April 1999. 8  Nahant, Massachusetts. March 2002.
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9  Glen Loy, Scotland. September 1978. 10  Heath Memorial. Kongenshus, Denmark. May 1990.
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11  El Camino de Santiago, Basque Country, Spain. May 2011. 12  Vitoria-Gasteiz, Basque Country, Spain. May 2011.
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13  Isle of Doagh, Inishowen, Ireland. May 2001. 14  Södra Sandby, Sweden. June 2003.
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15  Old Owyhee Ditch. Malheur County, Oregon. 16  Malheur Siphon. Malheur County, Oregon. July 2006.
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17  The Ridgeway. Avebury, England. (June/July) 1984. 18  High Plains, Colorado. March 1989.
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19  Chantilly, France. March 1997. 20  Katsura. Kyoto, Japan. July 1990.
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21  Parc de La Villette. Paris, France. June 1992. 22  Blenheim. Woodstock, England. June 1986.
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23  Avebury Circle. Avebury, England. June 1986. 24  Alvar Aalto’s Studio. Helsinki, Finland. May 1990.
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25  Saiho-ji. Kyoto, Japan. October 2001. 26  Saiho-ji. Kyoto, Japan. October 2001.



The oPen Door
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 For Eudora Welty, celebrated for her short stories and acclaimed 

for her photographs, the camera was “a hand-held auxiliary of  wanting-

to-know.”2 Welty’s 1930s photographs of  Mississippi recall those of  con-

temporaries, like Dorothea Lange, but her goal was not, like Lange’s, to 

understand the transformation of  rural life, it was to discover and invent 

stories. Her photographs locate the source of  her vivid detail and “the 

eye of  the story.”3 “What I learned for myself  came right at the time and 

directly out of  the taking of  the pictures.”4 A “double thunderclap,” she 

wrote, reverberates “at the author’s ears: the break of  the living world 

upon what is already stirring inside the mind, and the answering impulse 

that in a moment of  high consciousness fuses impact and image and fires 

them off  together.”5 When I look at Welty’s 1941 photograph of  a yard 

with bottle trees, each branch ending “in the mouth of  a bottle” hung 

to trap evil spirits to keep them out of  the house, then read her story of  

“Livvie,” a young woman trapped in marriage to a possessive old man, 

published a year after the photograph, I see a bottle tree “in the burst-

ing light of  spring,” a peach tree blooming beyond, and hear that double 

thunderclap.6 ❂ I hear it, too, in some of  my photographs, and in others’ 

where image and idea merge,  the “break of  the living world” upon a “stir-

ring of  the mind.” The photograph, the record of  that union, may be the 

Photography and the art of Visual Thinking
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beginning of  a train of  thought, as it was for Welty, or for some others it 

may stand alone as an end in itself, a free-standing idea, whether glimpsed 

or fully formed.7

 Photography was from its inception a medium of  thought and 

inquiry and became an art form soon after. In 1839 William Henry Fox 

Talbot invented a process for fixing an image on light-sensitive paper to 

record what he could not draw, frustrated that his inability to draw would 

thwart a career in science.8 Charles Lyell had revolutionized science in the 

1830s with his three-volume Principles of  Geology, full of  his own drawings 

of  mountains, craters, and rock strata, evidence for his theory that the 

earth’s surface has been shaped through time by the processes that shape 

it today, not by singular cataclysmic events. Talbot, like Lyell, aspired to 

explain natural phenomena through evidence observed, and for him pho-

tography was both scientific method and artistic medium. ❂ In response 

to Talbot’s invention, his friend, Sir John Herschel, the English astrono-

mer and naturalist, promptly coined the word photography, “a joint work of  

nature and art” with the “capacity to reveal the truths behind science.”9 

Photography was the perfect fit between the subject of  Herschel’s own re-

search – light – and his methods and medium. His annotated photographs 

record his observations of  light. ❂

 It is difficult now  to imagine how fundamentally the invention of  

photography changed the experience and understanding of  space and time. 

It suddenly became possible to see what could not be seen, to compare 

places and things distant in space and time, to stop time. The camera and 

the photograph extended looking: the shape of  a movement in a fraction 

of  a second or over many hours, days, and years; the spectrum outside 

human vision and the scales beyond it; sharp focus across the field of  

vision. Herschel’s and Talbot’s contemporaries photographed tiny, finely-

detailed features like plants (Anna Atkins) and vast and ephemeral ones 

like clouds (Charles Piazzi-Smyth) and placed them side by side to de-

scribe, analyze, compare, and classify, to advance the sciences of  botany 

and meteorology. ❂ ❂ Eadweard Muybridge’s cameras froze a succession 
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of  split seconds to study “locomotion” of  people and animals. His 1878 

trotting horse series proved that, at times, all four hoofs were off  the 

ground at once. ❂ A. M. Worthington’s drops of  water arrested as they 

hit a surface furthered his “Study of  Splashes.” ❂ Harold Edgerton ex-

tended the study of  motion and, in 1931, developed the first modern stro-

boscope and later the electronic flash to extract an instant (1 millionth of  

a second) and to capture, in photographs, the process of  a bullet passing 

through an apple, a golf  club swinging.10 ❂ Worthington had discovered 

and documented the phenomena of  splashes a half  century before, but 

Edgerton’s image of  a milk drop splash is more memorable, composed 

as a metaphor, a crater or a crown. The Museum of  Modern Art has dis-

played “the coronet of  the milk drop,” as curator John Szarkowski de-

scribed it. ❂

 So too, Berenice Abbott’s photographs are art in the service of  

science. Her extraordinary black-and-white images, elegant in conception 

and execution, illustrate the principles of  light and motion for a 1960s text 

that “revolutionized the teaching of  high school physics.”11 ❂ Physicist 

I. Bernard Cohen marveled at her strobe-lit photograph of  a ball’s move-

ment, displaying “in a single complex image a complete lesson in the 

physics of  motion,” Galileo’s “breakthrough” discovery about motion, 

“which led...to the founding of  modern physics.”12 ❂ For Abbott, the 

camera was an instrument of  communication to illustrate what was known. 

Her photographs are treasured as works of  art. Through them, coherent 

thought is seen as aesthetic experience, the beauty of  an idea. Theory is 

returned to the world from which it was abstracted. Students experience 

theory as real.

 Paul Caponigro’s photographic explorations, “a meditation-in-ac-

tion,” are a quest to discover and convey a spiritual presence where it 

has been “activated “ and “let in to the process of  daily life.”13 His pho-

tographs make the familiar strange: a universe in the specks an apple’s 

skin; lifetimes in sunflowers’ seeds, buds, and withered blossoms; power 

in Megalithic stones. ❂ ❂ “Nature,” Caponigro writes, “was for me a 

tHe aRt OF Visual tHiNKiNg
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world of  exploration and discovery, of  experience and wonder, a world 

of  both constant rhythm and ceaseless change. I saw isolated objects – 

stones, trees, blades of  grass, hills – as individual worlds relating to a 

larger whole, the landscape.”14 “I was exploring two separate worlds...

somehow I must unite the two. Through the use of  the camera, I try to 

express and make visible the forces moving in and through nature.”15

 For architect Charlotte Perriand, photography was a way to discov-

er form. Her photographs, grouped and filed by subject, are an archive of  

objects that caught her eye, which months or years later, inspired design: 

the boom of  a sailboat (1937), a swivelling lamp stand (1938); the girders 

of  a bridge (1933), nesting tables (1951); graffiti on a ship’s deck (1940), 

design for a rug (1941); a fish bone (1933), the structure of  a bench 

(1954).16 ❂  ❂  Perriand’s “l’oeil en éventail” (wide-angle eye) described 

her approach: to find potential in found objects and structures, natural 

and built. With a group of  friends, among them the artist Fernand Léger 

and the architect Pierre Jeanneret, she combed beaches and industrial 

sites, “rummaged in rubbish heaps, looking for unexpected forms natu-

rally assembled by accumulation or by providence.” They sorted “trea-

sures: pebbles, bits of  shoes, lumps of  wood riddled with holes, horsehair 

brushes....soaking them in water to give them more of  a shine, and taking 

photographs. We called it our art brut (raw art).”17 She also photographed 

people – reclining, leaning against a wall, floating on water – and used 

posture as a source of  furniture design. With Le Corbusier and his cousin 

Pierre and on her own, she created icons of  Modernism (the chaise lounge 

of  1928), widely imitated (the stackable folding tubular beach chair of  

1936). 18 ❂

 For Dorothea Lange photography was a medium of  exploration 

and discovery. “We use the camera as a tool of  research,”Lange and her 

husband, Paul Taylor, said in the foreword to their book, An American 

Exodus: A Record of  Human Erosion.19 “Upon a tripod of  photographs, 

captions, and text we rest themes evolved out of  long observations in 

the field.”20 Her camera as a tool of  research portrayed “the landslide 
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that cut this continent” in the 1930s. It documented migrant workers in 

the Depression, showing “what the real conditions were like.” Words and 

statistics were not enough.21 Lange and Taylor found “things that weren’t 

working” and built an understanding often at odds with common percep-

tions of  politicians and bureaucrats. In 1939, Lange began to group and 

“cross-file” her images, “buttressing” them with other information and 

her field notes.22 ❂ Her goal, she said, was “to make known some con-

temporary American ways of  life which are not well-known, some con-

temporary farm types and cultures, and institutions – some stable, some 

dissolving, and some rising.”23

 I hear Welty’s double thunderclap when I look at Lange’s pair 

of  rotting steps of  a sharecropper’s cabin propped up by a stone; on 

the right, a white woman in a tattered dress on the decaying porch of  a 

former plantation mansion.24 ❂ For Lange, “The twos are inseparable. 

In some cases, one of  them is dominant to the other, so that the second 

is contributory. In some cases, they are perfectly balanced in importance: 

one amplifies the other. In some cases, they act completely together and 

make a loud noise. In each case, they are together because of  the inner 

connection that I felt, not primarily that I made them at the same time.”25 

Lange’s photographs regard the person-, place-, or thing-in-itself  as al-

luding to a broader phenomenon or idea. Placing them side by side ex-

panded the metaphorical dimension. ❂ Out of  the pairing of  images 

come insights and new wholes. Selecting, pairing, and sequencing for ex-

hibits and books, Lange created “photographic statements.”  “I used to 

think in terms of  single photographs, the Bulls-eye technique. No more,” 

she wrote in 1958. “I find that it has become instinctive, habitual, neces-

sary, to group photographs. A photographic statement is more what I now 

reach for. Therefore these pairs, like a sentence of  2 words.”26

 “If  you would really be a consummate worker in photography,” 

Lange said, “you’d work in threes, and maybe when you got better, you’d 

work in fours...to fortify....From idea you would go to statement, from 

statement you would move to...what in writing is a paragraph, and...
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eventually you might do a book.”27 When Walker Evans and Ben Shahn 

first saw her photographic essays of  migrants to California in 1935, “It 

was a revelation,” Shahn recalled.28 Lange structured An American Exodus 

by composing pairs of  photographs in sequenced groups: The Old South, 

Plantation under the Machine, Midcontinent, Plains, Dust Bowl, Last 

West.29 “This business of  group, by likeness of  association, by dissidence, 

by extreme opposites,” she said, “is on the way to the development of  an 

idea or a statement of  photography, and it is unique to this medium...This 

has nothing to do with photojournalism.” It was giving birth to idea.30

 For the anthropologists Gregory Bateson and Margaret Mead, 

photography was “an experimental innovation.”31 Words alone would not 

suffice in describing and analyzing a culture. Bateson carried two cameras 

“day in and day out” as he photographed, “moving around in and out of  

the scene” in a mountain village in Bali. Mead took notes. “We tried to 

shoot what happened normally and spontaneously,” they said. “We treated 

the cameras in the field as recording instruments, not as devices for il-

lustrating our theses.”32 In two years, Bateson took 25,000 photographs; 

later, he and Mead culled and analyzed and arranged them into “carefully 

selected series” within crosscutting themes. His chapter on “Photographic 

Analysis” in Balinese Character organized 759 photographs and captions 

into 100 plates on different topics, such as “Hand Postures in Daily Life,” 

“Hands, Skin, and Mouth,”and “Sharing and Social Organization.”33 ❂ 

The step from a single photograph to pairs and groups, Bateson writes, 

was significant because “juxtaposition of  two different or contrasting 

photos is already a step toward scientific generalization.” Photographs 

preserved “wholeness” of  behavior (a gesture, an encounter) or thing (a 

house, a temple, an altar). Comparing across diverse contexts of  caste 

and place, Bateson and Mead discovered an “attitude of  mind” and a 

“system of  posture and gesture” of  Balinese character. Reading between 

their photographs and text traces their train of  thought, inductive and de-

ductive: from observations to general principles, from theory to the par-

ticular. Their method’s “experimental innovation” is a landmark for visual 

anthropology and visual sociology.34

 Bateson and Mead believed that photography is an important re-

search method, but they disagreed on how to proceed. Bateson wanted to 

have “control of  a camera,” to “get what’s happening” captured in photo-

graphs “taken from the right place.” Mead believed that by “leaping” and 

“jumping around,” Bateson introduced “unnecessary variation.” To be 

“scientific,” she wanted to fix the camera on a tripod. To him, that would 

be “a dead camera,” which “sees nothing.” “The photographic record 

should be an art form.”35

  The American photographer Alex MacLean moves “around in 

and out of  the scene” with his camera, from the sky at the helm of  an 

airplane. An artist of  the bird’s eye view, he investigates how landscape 

evolves and finds patterns distinctly American: evidence of  abandon-

ment and development in decaying downtowns, in vacant land and crum-

bling buildings in inner-city neighborhoods, and in abandoned farms, new 

suburbs and shopping malls sprawling on former farmland and desert at 

the metropolitan edge; in enormous new prisons. ❂ MacLean surveys 

spatial relationships and breaks in patterns – anomalies. When he began 

these aerial surveys in the 1970s, not knowing what to look for, he covered 

the ground methodically along transects, resisting the urge to zoom in on 

something that caught his eye. Of  an early project in Boston, he says, “I 

was in a muddle. I didn’t understand what I was looking at, what the sig-

nificant elements were.” Now he trusts his eye to “get the most striking 

images and then to see what they suggest”: superblock structures severed 

from a network of  streets, an abandoned church. “You have a feeling that 

something is there,” he says. “And then later you question the image to 

understand what’s there,” the larger pattern to which it belongs36. In the 

Kansas City metropolitan region, MacLean found problems and assets his 

clients did not know they had, like the broad floodplain of  the Missouri 

and Kansas rivers, whose green corridors were enclosed by dikes that 

blocked views from the road. Displayed in an exhibit, the photographs 

prompted action. For those who live in the places he depicts, MacLean’s 
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photographs are a platform from which to grasp the “big picture,” to see 

“how we have grown,” and to discuss “how we should grow” in space and 

time.37  ❂

 Camilo Jose Vergara, archivist of  places most Americans try hard 

not to see, has made thousands of  pictures of  Chicago, Los Angeles, 

New York, Baltimore, Detroit, Philadelphia, Gary, Indiana, Newark and 

Camden, New Jersey, a “Smithsonian of  Decline” from which to “imagi-

natively reconstruct lost neighborhoods.”38 Like Lange, Vergara records 

the fallout from a more recent American exodus – the flight from the 

city since the 1950s and the planting of  suburbia on former farmlands. 

In Camden, New Jersey, he found the Free Public Library boarded-up, a 

grove of  trees growing in its former reading room.39 ❂ In Detroit and 

Newark, he found abandoned skyscrapers of  the early twentieth century, 

once hailed as “splendid,” “arrogant,” and “worldly.”40 Vergara grouped 

his 9,000 images of  urban ghettos, comparing common features and track-

ing “conditions of  today’s ghettos,” such as “new uses for bank build-

ings”: churches, homeless shelters, sex shops, and pizza parlors, and none 

of  them banks.41 For him, the absence of  banks and the bizarre range 

of  new uses are a metaphor for the outward flow of  capital. Successive 

images from the same spot – an overview from a rooftop, a view down a 

street – taken years apart, laid side by side, show the process and pace of  

decay (gradual in some periods, precipitous in others), and feeble attempts 

at renewal doomed by the massive withdrawal of  public and private invest-

ment. ❂ ❂  Vergara’s photographs portray the brutality of  this process, 

in Robert Kennedy’s words “another kind of  violence, slower but just as 

deadly destructive as the shot or bomb in the night. This is the violence 

of  institutions; indifference and inaction and slow decay.”42

 For painter David Hockney photography is a way of  exploring the 

experiences of  looking and understanding and portraying space and time. 

He took snapshots as visual notes on objects and scenes, amassing and 

assembling thousands in albums.43 Bonnard, Munch, and Brancusi did the 

same but without the scale and scope of  Hockney’s investigations. In 1982 

he began to join dozens of  photographs into complex portraits of  people, 

places, and events, each constituent photograph taken from a different 

vantage at a slightly different time, each contributing to the larger mosaic. 

❂ The first photo-collages were contained within a rectangular frame; 

later ones broke that frame, as in the sprawling composition, “Luncheon 

at the British Embassy, Tokyo,” portraying in more than 100 snapshots 

a 90-minute event and the guests from Hockney’s own seat at the table: 

from Hockney’s place card to the face of  his watch, his brandy snifter, two  

rolls of  film, a maid, a Persian rug, crown molding, people in conversa-

tion with multiple exposures of  heads and hands as they speak, listen, and 

gesture. ❂ What began as impulsive habit became a compulsive probing 

that transformed how he saw. “Photography completely altered my paint-

ing.” It led to “new spaces.”44

 To Rudolph Arnheim, author of  Visual Thinking, “perceiving and 

thinking are indivisibly entwined,” “vision is the primary medium of  

thought.”45 The eye carries thought from perception to idea, the image, as 

representation, concept, and metaphor, both idea and medium of  thought. 

To see and imagine – to think visually – in Arnheim’s words, is “to see 

visual shapes as images of  the patterns of  forces that underlie our exis-

tence – the functioning of  minds, of  bodies or machines, the structure of  

societies or ideas.”46

 Engineer Robert McKim, in Experiences in Visual Thinking, de-

scribes visual thinking as a “cycling back and forth” between “pattern 

seeking” and “analytical seeing,” a process set in motion when the eye 

recognizes a pattern (a whole), breaks it down, synthesizes a “repattern-

ing” or new whole, and so on.47 In seeking pattern, the expert mind and 

the open mind are in tension. Knowledge may recognize pattern but may 

instill habits of  seeing that inhibit perception of  the unknown. Dorothea 

Lange claimed she did not read about a place before photographing it: 

“To know ahead of  time what you’re looking for means you’re then only 

photographing your own preconceptions, which is very limiting, and often 

false.”48 She advised photographers to “Open yourself  as wide as you can, 
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...like a piece of  unexposed, sensitized material,” like film itself, in order to 

see what is there.49 Bateson and MacLean moved around a scene, circling, 

looking for a fresh perspective, turning things over in their mind, a strat-

egy McKim calls “rotation.” Hockney broke the barrier of  the bordered 

frame, freeing his compositions from a rectangular format: McKim’s “re-

proportion.”50 Vergara noted the absence of  neighborhood banks in low-

income, inner-city communities and looked for what old bank buildings 

had become, “relabeling” the environment by its past rather than by its 

present use. Metaphor, a transfer of  meaning from one thing or phenom-

ena to another, is a powerful way to recenter the eye and is key to visual 

thinking. Perceive one thing and see another. See abandoned bank build-

ings, see the withdrawal of  capital. See bottle-tree, think trapped woman.

 To group photographs by a theme is to recognize pattern. To 

connect them in a series is to study pattern and plot a line of  reasoning. To 

link through metaphor is to synthesize a “repatterning,” to realize a new 

whole. Photographer Nathan Lyons makes a useful distinction between 

series and sequence: in the former, the order of  images is governed by 

a discernable principle; in the latter, the order of  succession is “disjunc-

tive,” “not apparently thematic or systematic.”51 The order of  Muybridge’s 

series on movement and Vergara’s series on urban decline, for example, 

are determined by theme and chronology. Lange arranged paired pho-

tographs in series and sequences, where a disjunctive or metaphorical 

pair introduces, concludes, or punctuates a series. In “Dust Bowl,” for 

example, in a series of  abandoned farms in the Texas Panhandle, a wind-

mill and a woman are each silhouetted against the sky: weathered, skeletal, 

rudder extended, blades broken – skin weathered, gaunt, jutting elbow, 

spirit unbroken. 52

 Much has been written about photography as a means of  docu-

menting and recording events and conditions, as a medium of  commu-

nication, a  means of  persuasion, and an instrument of  deception and 

propaganda, and photography as a fine art. Photography as an art of  

thinking has received scant attention. A neglect shared by other arts, it is 

perpetuated by artists and critics. Some artists, Arnheim observes, “have 

come to distrust reasoning as an enemy or at best an alien, and practitio-

ners of  theoretical thought like to think their operations are beyond the 

senses. Therefore both parties view the reunion of  sense and reason with 

diffidence.”53 Yet, Arnheim himself  denies that photography is a form of  

visual thought.54

 Susan Sontag, in her widely read and influential book, On 

Photography, confesses that she is “obsessed” with photographs, but about 

photography as a way of  thinking, she is skeptical. She ridicules Minor 

White’s and Henri Cartier-Bresson’s approach as “a form of  knowing 

without knowing.”55 Her obsession was, in fact, for photographs viewed 

naively and used cynically. Photographers manipulate viewers’ think-

ing and feeling. (And so do writers.) Sontag considered photography “a 

tool of  power,” “aggressive appropriation,” an assertion of  mastery over 

the thing photographed, a “defense against anxiety,” a “self-devouring” 

project.56 Photography is, for many, though she did not acknowledge this, 

a tool of  discovery, of  reflective reception, an assertion of  empathy, a 

defense against despair, a self-affirming project, a way of  thinking and 

reasoning. Seeing is not innocent; it always has a point-of-view. The naive 

or the indulgent eye may fail to recognize or care about the filters lan-

guage imposes, and the cynical eye is predisposed to fault. The receptive 

eye, on the other hand, sees the unexpected, and the critical eye observes 

and reflects, questions what is there and what is not, discerns patterns 

and anomalies, sees analogies, draws conclusions, projects significance, 

and forms an image not only of  what it sees but of  what is hidden. Sontag 

was blind to seeing as a way of  knowing. Some photographers agree with 

Sontag. “Don’t think,” one photographer tells his students.57 Do think, I 

say.

 John Berger, author, artist, and critic, is a visual thinker. He con-

siders photography a “language of  appearances” that provides Another 

Way of  Telling. Photographs arranged in relation to one another “are re-

stored to a living context,” not to the “original temporal context from 
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which they were taken...but to a context of  experience” through which 

“appearances become the language of  a lived life” and “give birth” to 

ideas.58 In the spirit of  Arnheim’s conviction that “Good art theory must 

smell of  the studio,” Berger learned how to photograph before writing 

about it.59 Sontag did not photograph. In his essay “for Susan Sontag,” 

Berger offers an alternative practice that situates photographs in living 

contexts of  words and images seen simultaneously as “personal, politi-

cal, economic, dramatic, everyday and historic,” as “the prophecy of  a 

human memory.”60 He acknowledges that images can mislead, can exploit 

subject and viewer alike, but his obsession is with vision and its potential. 

The titles of  his books reflect this: Ways of  Seeing, About Looking, Sense of  

Sight.61

 For Talbot, Herschel, Atkins, and Piazzi-Smith, photography was 

a way to study natural phenomena, to compare and classify. For Muybridge 

and Edgerton, it was a means of  understanding motion in space and time. 

For Lange and Taylor, Bateson and Mead, photography was a reasoned 

inquiry into the character of  a culture. Hockney’s early photographs were 

random thoughts, his later photo collages are the product of  methodical 

inquiry into the sense of  sight. From Talbot to Hockney, photographs ad-

vanced what John Dewey calls “the double movement” of  critical reason-

ing: the building up of  theory from observed phenomena and the testing 

of  ideas against further observation.62 For Lange and Welty, alert to meta-

phor, photography was a means to envision a story. For Caponigro, pho-

tography is a form of  meditation, a way to glimpse an underlying spirit 

in things and places. Each photographer – no matter how different their 

subject,  purpose, or style of  thinking – engages in a process of  thought, 

a dialogue between images perceived in the external world and their 

own internal visions, a sustained inquiry whose goal is to discover and 

understand.

 Like Herschel, I use my camera to study light. Like Edgerton, 

Muybridge, and Vergara, I freeze time in order to study dynamic process-

es. Like Welty, I look for the source of  a story and, like Perriand, for a 

new design. Like MacLean, I compare images to “grasp the big picture,” 

to understand “how we have grown” and “how we should grow.” Like 

Bateson, I believe that “the photographic record should be an art form”; 

like him and Mead, I group and arrange photographs to draw out and test 

a theory. To Lange the camera is a tool for seeing without a camera. I see 

most acutely and intensely through the frame of  the camera’s viewfinder 

and think most clearly and fluently through images. The camera is my 

third eye, its sensor a third retina, its images a form of  thought, speech, 

and memory.
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 “You press the button – we do the rest.” George Eastman’s Kodak 

Brownie camera, introduced in 1900, was a point-and-shoot box. It made 

photography everyman’s art. There are limits to what automatic focus, 

exposure, and processing can record and express, but Susan Sontag, per-

suaded perhaps by Eastman’s boast, declared photography effortless: “the 

sole activity resulting in accredited works of  art in which a single move-

ment, a touch of  the finger, produces a complete work.” (The word “ac-

credited” avoids the issue of  art, the nature of  craft, and the meaning of  

a “complete” work).63

 “A touch of  the finger” on the camera’s shutter is, for the artist, a 

mere split second in what is a lengthy process of  observing, reflecting, fo-

cusing, editing, and printing, over hours, days, months, or even years. Paul 

Caponigro spends more time printing in his darkroom than making pic-

tures with his camera. Like a writer who weighs words, listens for nuance, 

looks for allusion, and shapes narrative, he listens for “the voice of  the 

print,” and attends to “tonal color, scale and contrast.”64  David Hockney, 

who did not print his own photographs, transformed ordinary Polaroid 

prints into complex art, hours of  scrutiny resulting in a single image. 

His early Polaroid prints, set in a grid, took hours to acquire and hours 

to arrange; his later photo-collages, like a desert highway, composed of  

hundreds of  prints, took as long as a week to photograph, but months 

The Craft the subject Demands
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to assemble.65 ❂ The collages resemble paintings, with each small image 

a considered and deliberate brush stroke, the larger composition – “a 

complete work” – built up through many separate photographic strokes. 

Joining the photographs takes great skill; Hockney developed the tech-

nique to explore his subject – space and time.

 The works of  Nathan Lyons are composed of  many photographs, 

crafted in carefully ordered pairs, each image engaging with its partner 

and the pairs that precede and follow. They are artifacts of  time and place 

– billboards, murals, graffiti, store windows, statues, and buildings.  Lyons 

regards “the world as a vast repertoire of  signs that await being ‘read.’”66 

Since 1974, he has produced “an extended sequence of  592 images” in 

four books, which he calls his “‘Leaves of  Grass’ project,” an allusion to 

Walt Whitman, who revised his own collection of  poems over forty years, 

right up to his death.67 Most of  Lyons’s photographs include words, but 

he adds no captions or text, a deliberate decision to let the visual essay 

“speak” for itself. ❂ ❂ 

 Wright Morris considers words potentially “as intrusive in their 

absence as in their presence.” In his experimental hybrid, the photograph-

ic novel, each page of  text facing a page with a photograph. The Home Place 

(1948) is a fictional account of  a day’s events as told by a man returning 

from New York to his family’s farm in the American Midwest, the pho-

tographs from Nebraska provide “visible ambience for the story, as if  we 

walked about the farm while listening to the narration.”68 In one pair of  

pages, the reader looks into a bedroom past a wall with a framed photo-

graph and then reads of  a room with “flower-cluttered wallpaper” and a 

“handcolored photo” of  a boy dressed in “fauntleroy clothes” that once 

belonged to the narrator.69 ❂  Though critics admired The Home Place, 

his audience was confused; previous readers of  his fiction “considered 

the photographs intrusive,” and those “who liked the photographs were 

not readers of  fiction.” He was advised to publish his next novel without 

photographs.70

 Editing is essential to the photographer’s craft. One critic, A. D. 
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Coleman, disdains “shooters,” that is, photographers whose images pile 

up in unredacted heaps.71 To redact – to compile or arrange ideas, writ-

ings, or photographs in a coherent, unified whole – is to transform an 

unedited heap into “a work.” For the thinking eye, the original captured 

image is a first draft, a sketch, a single step toward a work that is “com-

plete.” In crafting and refining a work of  art, whether photographic print 

or poem, an idea emerges and matures.72 As with prose or poetry or paint-

ing, revisions of  a photographic print bring out subtlety in meaning, as 

do pairing and sequencing, and, for some, composing captions and other 

text.

 Ansel Adams pursued technical perfection to match the ideal of  

his subject, “the world of  Nature,” in its “grandeur” and “minutiae.”73 ❂ 

He lugged a heavy view camera to a chosen spot, set it on a tripod, ana-

lyzed the scene, and, before pressing the shutter, decided how to develop 

the film and make the final print: what would be deep black, what bright 

white, where to place the shades of  grey between. Adams called this 

process “pre-visualization” and developed the Zone System to fulfill his 

intent. Craft itself  became his subject. He had good reason to lug the pon-

derous view camera that required inserting a sheet of  film for each sepa-

rate image: he could tailor each sheet to achieve his predetermined result. 

Depending on the size of  the camera, each sheet of  film had a surface 

twenty to eighty times that of  a 35mm image; large enough to capture 

a great range of  tone and detail. Because the fifteen-pound (or more) 

weight of  camera, lenses, sheet film holders, case, and tripod discouraged 

wandering, many of  Adams’s photographs were taken from a platform on 

the roof  of  his car.74 ❂

 Henri Cartier-Bresson, unburdened with heavy equipment, danced 

right up to his subjects with his small, light, 35mm Leica, “bobbing and 

weaving, twisting and turning.”75 His purpose was “to preserve life in the 

act of  living,” “things which are continually vanishing.”76 ❂ “Photography 

is the simultaneous recognition,” he said, “in a fraction of  a second, of  

the significance of  an event as well as of  a precise organization of  forms 
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which give that event its proper expression.”77 His wide-angled lens caught 

action and serendipitous coincidence. Joel Meyerowitz, who met Cartier-

Bresson in 1963, said that, as they walked together down a Manhattan 

street, “all of  a sudden there’s no Bresson! There’s this man, running up a 

flight of  stairs, taking a picture, and running down, coming back without 

missing a beat.”78 To freeze people in motion, Cartier-Bresson used high-

speed film, hence the granular appearance of  many of  his photographs, 

especially of  images greatly enlarged from the original negative, which 

look grainy compared to the smooth tones of  Adams’s prints. Adams 

relied on painstaking previsualization, Cartier-Bresson on “instinct.”79 To 

see and seize a “decisive moment,” requires “suppleness of  body,” and an 

alignment of  eye, mind, heart, and hand.80 In the early 1970s when he was 

in his 60s, Cartier-Bresson stopped photographing and took up drawing. 

His most famous book, The Decisive Moment (“Images à la sauvette,” images 

on the run), was published in 1952 when he was forty-four; perhaps he 

turned to drawing when his body could no longer perform the acrobatics 

his photography demanded. ❂

 Dorothea Lange’s goal was to make photographs that are “full of  

the world,” “not only the specific but the general,” her impulse “ a move-

ment of  the common,” her instinct “a gesture of  the ordinary,” her vision 

“a focus of  the usual,” but her purpose was to discover “not only the 

familiar but the strange, not only the ordinary but the rare; not only the 

mutual but the singular.”81 ❂ Adams recorded the details of  each photo-

graph’s exposure; Lange wrote down what the people she photographed 

told her, for her, the technical aspect of  photography, a means to an end 

not an end in itself. She knew the craft well, and, like Cartier-Bresson, 

often hired a printer to produce her photographs, providing detailed in-

structions. She knew what she wanted and how to achieve it and explained 

why she had made certain photographs and what mood and meaning she 

meant to convey. The photographer, said Lange, “doesn’t have to do de-

veloping, he doesn’t have to do printing, but he has to see.”82 For Lange, 

photography was a medium well-suited to expressing what a place is and 
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“what it is becoming,” “who its people are, where they came from and 

how they got this way,” what changes are taking place and their effects 

on people.83 She achieved such expression at the moment she snapped 

the shutter, but, also, later, when she edited the photographs, refining the 

framing of  the subject, supervising the printing, grouping the images, and 

writing meticulous captions that gave the photographs context. “I’m not 

a one-camera person,” Lange told an interviewer. In the 1930s, she often 

chose a  Rolleiflex (a bulky but portable, medium-format camera that 

uses roll film with multiple images 2.25 inches square, about three times 

larger than 35mm) or a Graflex, fitted with linked sheets of  4 x 5 inch 

film, “provided I had the strength and heft to manage it because it’s about 

as awkward a camera as can be, heavy and bulky and awkward....It cur-

tails your freedom.”84 She was a small woman, but must have been strong; 

holding the Rolleiflex or Graflex at waist level required her to approach 

her subject looking down into the viewfinder, then up to her subject as 

she engaged in conversation. Her perspective gave the subject a monu-

mentality. ❂

 I had chosen Cartier-Bresson, Adams, and Lange as my own 

guides to photography at first, not comprehending how radically each dif-

fered from the other in subject, sensibility, ways of  thinking, priorities, 

and, thus, in choice of  cameras and methods. I picked a 35mm camera 

like Cartier-Bresson’s for ease of  use, economy, and mobility, but found 

I lacked his graphic eye and quickness. I pored over Adams’ technical 

books on The Negative and The Print, but learned that recording the details 

of  each exposure distanced me from my subject. I experimented with 

different film and methods of  developing negatives and toning prints, 

to preserve sharpness by keeping prints small, to respect the quality of  

the lens, the eye of  the camera. Then I bought a second-hand Rolleiflex, 

like Lange’s, with a Zeiss 2.8 Planar lens. Now that was a lens, its quality 

not just a matter of  sharpness from corner to corner, but of  the beauti-

ful character of  the light itself  as captured by that particular lens. I began 

to come closer to the prints I wanted. My subject, too, was becoming 
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clearer. I wanted to understand what makes a place particular, how it came 

to be and how it was changing, in order to imbue designed landscapes 

with a strong spirit of  place and to capture this quality in photographs. 

I tried to photograph a woodland and discovered that, in the cliche is 

truth: it is truly hard to see the forest for the trees. Knowing the species 

of  trees, gauging their age, guessing how they had grown, understanding 

their forest community was not enough. I made portraits of  individual 

trees, the trunk, bark, and roots close-up, but how to frame an image, how 

to construct a series that told stories of  the trees’, the forest’s being and 

becoming? How to emphasize a single tree within the group, to express 

the difference between life on the edge and life in others’ midst? How best 

to convey the larger community that had grown up on a pasture, in that 

process creating a sense of  place both particular and typical?

 There is more to craft than technical skill and knowhow, more 

than artful composition. Craft is, for example, also the use of  light to il-

luminate, to highlight an idea, give an idea feeling. When, in 1972, I strug-

gled to photograph a woods, I encountered Paul Caponigro’s work and 

studied books of  his prints and learned about light. Caponigro’s portraits 

of  Redding Woods are drawn by the soft light of  overcast days.85 Small 

details appear that would otherwise be lost in the contrast of  highlight 

and shadow thrown by strong sun. Morning mist separates and unifies the 

trees, reveals the volume of  air in the spaces between them, makes pal-

pable the humidity on which forests thrive. ❂ I went back to the woods 

one misty morning and tried to see with Caponigro’s eye, studying how 

landscape features and relationships create and convey a sense of  place. 

In my portrait of  a wolf  tree, an old tree among younger trees, the girth 

of  its trunk and its horizontal branches contrasting with the slim- trunked 

verticality of  other trees, subject and craft came together. The wolf  tree’s 

singular form stood out in the mist, a clue to the open field in which it 

once stood alone in full sun before the forest began to reclaim an aban-

doned pasture. 

 By then I had learned to see in black and white, to translate reds 
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and greens to shades of  grey. But color is key to the nature of  a place. To 

understand its role in landscape’s identity and meanings and to share those 

findings with my students, I turned to 35mm color slide film. Projected 

sequentially, slides are suited to the lecture hall, but their transparency and 

tiny size inhibited my grouping and regrouping to work out ideas, and the 

prints obtained from a laboratory were expensive and their colors muddy. 

My color slides were liberated in 1998 by the revolution in digital imaging. 

Ansel Adams had predicted, twenty-five years earlier that the “electronic 

image” would one day lead to “astonishing developments” in color pho-

tography, and he was right.86 He had experimented with color film from 

the 1930s on, complaining of  the lack of  control in processing and print-

ing. Now computer, printer, and software have replaced the darkroom’s 

enlarger and pans of  chemicals.

 John Paul Caponigro (son of  Paul) is the Ansel Adams of  digital 

photography. His quest for technical perfection in color prints comple-

ments his subject, the ideal of  “creation” and the “beauty” and “power of  

nature and all of  its overwhelming grandeur.”87 Digital photography freed 

him from copious note-taking; with a press of  the shutter, the details 

Adams wrote down after exposing each image are now recorded automati-

cally: date, time, camera, lens, shutter speed, aperture, etc. Digital cameras 

have eliminated film; even with a small-format camera, each image can be 

exposed according to its own demands. The challenge of  reproducing in 

a print the desired hues and orchestrating contrast, tone, and saturation 

remains. Like his father, John Paul spends more time producing prints in 

the studio than capturing images, and, like Hockney, he is an artist first, 

a photographer second. Hockney combines many photographs into por-

traits of  a particular place, Caponigro combines portions of  photographs 

made in different places or at different times into a composite image, an 

image that is often surreal.88 ❂ His composites are not joined by hand, as 

Hockney’s mosaics are, but in the computer prior to printing, and some 

are conceived there, “pre-visualized.” Caponigro’s computer mouse/

cursor and software are brush and palette, the monitor, his canvas. He 
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opens an image on the monitor. Watching him “paint” an image with the 

cursor, I learned to discern nuances of  light and gradations in tone and 

color, to separate tone and hue, to imbue a two-dimensional image with a 

quality of  three-dimensional space by adjusting tone, contrast, and sharp-

ness, to achieve color accuracy and expression, to orchestrate the process 

of  producing a print as an instrument of  thought, communication, and 

artistic expression. The computer is now as essential a tool for me as the 

camera; it has changed the way I work and think.

 Tools shape thought. Camera and lens affect how I see and 

imagine: whether the camera is fixed on a tripod or carried in the hand, 

whether the frame is oblong or square, whether the view is stretched out 

and shrunk or compressed and magnified. The tripod slows me down, but 

encourages deliberation: where to stand, what to frame. With camera in 

hand, I move more freely, eye to the viewfinder, and think more fluently. 

It suits me to feel my way into a subject, each successive image a step to 

the next – as Lange put it, “the physical sensation of  taking one picture 

may compel the taking of  another.”89 The camera’s format controls what 

can be gathered in a single view; it conveys a feel inherent in its shape: 

square’s stability, rectangle’s horizontal recline or vertical reach. I could 

crop the final print to any proportion but prefer to compose the image 

through the viewfinder. Like following the constraints of  poetic meter, 

the discipline of  the frame imposes more acute seeing. For composing 

landscapes, I favor the long rectangle of  the 35mm camera’s frame, broad-

ened further by a wide-angle lens, my preference a 35mm lens – a 15mm 

lens pulls the edges out too radically, a fishbowl effect. And I dislike the 

way a telephoto lens compresses space, stacking up distant spatial planes, 

cheek by jowl. My 35mm lens captures, within its frame, patterns of  the 

relationships among significant details across the landscape.

 “I’ve never seen a serious nature photographer with a camera and 

lens like yours,” a photographer once said to me, eying my light Leica M6 

rangefinder with its 35mm lens. He was equipped as for a photographic 

conquest of  Mount Everest, a bulky backpack heavy with macro lenses for 
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close-ups of  flowers and a telescopic lens eighteen inches long for distant 

details of  birds and rocks plus multiple other lenses and filters, etc. He 

should have seen the cameras I once used, each fitting in the palm of  my 

hand: the mini Rollei 35S and the Minox 35ML with their fine, but fixed 

German lenses, and the Leica CL.90 I prefer to travel light. That laden-

down nature photographer mistook me for a fellow traveler, but I do not 

stalk shy animals or small flowers so have no need for long telephoto or 

close-up macro lenses. I photograph nature, but in my meaning of  the 

word. To me, nature is the sum of  creative and life-sustaining processes 

that connect everything in the biological world and the physical universe, 

including humans, processes that connect scales of  time and space and 

all that lives within them. It is not a place, like a wilderness park, nor an 

object, like a flower, both are no more or less a product of  culture than 

a person is. I do not find in wild landscapes what most nature photog-

raphy asserts is there, an unchanging, universal ideal. I find acknowledg-

ment of  the multiple ways culture shapes the scene and tinges perception. 

To photograph “nature” as I seek to do demands a craft akin to that of  a 

documentary photographer, capturing the stories of  formation, the unex-

pected, paradoxical, and anomalous, the complex and dynamic, the seren-

dipitous and ephemeral, but also the eternal and monumental.

 My prior Leica M6 rangefinder, a photojournalist’s camera, though 

light, was solid, rugged, and reliable. Without a telephoto lens, I had to 

approach my subject closely, sometimes a mere feet or inches away. It en-

gendered an intimacy, as did the bright viewfinder of  the M6. I work by 

feeling, and closeness is important. Many photographers use a zoom lens, 

zooming out to take in a panorama, zooming in to enlarge a distant detail. 

A lens that zooms from 24mm to 105mm, protruding from the camera a 

foot including the lens hood, is unwieldy. A zoom lens weighs more than 

a fixed lens, may sacrifice quality for flexibility, and cannot be used with a 

Leica rangefinder camera. A few years ago, I abandoned film and put aside 

my Leica M6 for a digital camera (a Canon 5D, the first digital camera 

with a sensor of  the same rectangular shape as 35mm film). As I began 
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to photograph with a zoom lens, I discovered how many images my fixed 

lenses had been unable to capture. Photographing in Iceland, I used the 

entire span of  the lens: 24mm to see the “Blue Forest,” 105mm to frame 

a distant hillside.91 ❂ 42, ❂ 43 Yet I miss the immediacy of  the subject 

as seen through the bright viewfinder of  the Leica, and I miss the quality 

of  the lens itself. With the Canon 5D, a single lens reflex camera, I peer 

through the lens via a mirror rather than a viewfinder. Add a zoom lens, 

and it’s seeing through a glass darkly, for now, it’s a compromise I regret 

but accept. My choice of  camera comes from a process of  long-term trial 

and error, of  homing in on subject, self, purpose, and practicalities.

 “What camera should I buy?” people ask. My advice is to start with 

a camera at hand (a borrowed camera or even a cell phone camera) before 

investing in an expensive one. My students learn craft in the context of  

their subject and what they want to portray. Failure is a great teacher; it 

teaches them about shutter speed, focus and depth of  field, f-stop (lens 

opening), ISO (film or sensor’s “speed” or sensitivity to light). Within 

weeks, they learn the limitations of  their equipment and what they find 

most restrictive, and only then do they know what features are essential to 

their work. From cameras and lenses to monitors and printers, to all sorts 

of  software and devices, the enormous variety of   photographic machines 

and gadgets delights the technophile and overwhelms the novice. Keep it 

simple, match equipment and materials to vision, know craft so well that it 

becomes second nature, the tools an extension of  self. Camera, lens, and 

printer should fit how I see and what I want to say, my body and my mind. 

I must master the craft the subject itself  demands.
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 Balanced on a narrow wall, seawater to either side, I point the 

camera down to exclude the distant view so that the wall runs out of  the 

frame, appearing endless. I center the line of  the wall within the frame to 

contrast the water’s two sides, one shallow and light, one deep and dark. 

Lens focused where water sloshes over the wall, finger on the shutter, I 

wait for a wave to complete the vision of  image and idea. The wall, part 

of  a small swimming pool in Sydney Harbor, divides the pool into two 

realms: the shallow side ends in a sandy beach, the deep end juts out into 

the harbor. On a morning stroll along Sydney Harbor, I had rounded the 

top of  a bluff, looked down and saw this basin of  bright turquoise against 

the ocean’s dark ultramarine, cutting into the sandstone bedrock . I walked 

around the pool to find a place to stand where my camera could frame 

what I sensed here – an artful adaptation of  the built to the deeper geo-

logic structure of  the place. I photographed it from the hill above and 

from down below, from the ends and sides, before I took off  my shoes 

and socks, rolled up my pants, and stepped out on the wall, following a 

dialogue of  natural process and built form.92 ❂ 30

 Landscapes speak. The declare origin and assert identity. They 

proclaim beliefs, affirm and refute ideas. They allude to art, literature, 

and science. Sceaux, a private estate from the seventeenth century, now a 

public park on the outskirts of  Paris, is an expression of  a philosophy of  

“Knowing Where to stand”
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Nature and State and of  the debates between England and France embod-

ied in the geometry of  designed landscapes. To Alexander Pope, England’s 

gardens were liberated in contrast to French gardens’ more regimented 

design, which he regarded as emblematic of  French culture: “Grove nods 

at Grove, each Alley has a Brother/And half  the Platform just reflects the 

Other.”93 At Sceaux, my eye found a pair of  newly-clipped allées, a detail 

standing for a whole, the trees’ leaves in each row sheared straight up to 

form a long box. My eye followed what the garden’s designer had intend-

ed – a linear perspective. Still, my eye rebelled, moved the axis off  center, 

and my camera’s lens encountered a pile of  clipped branches. ❂ 33 On 

Sceaux’s sloping, flat-planed terraces, I focused first on the rows of  yews 

clipped into conical shapes, then found a tension between clipped fore-

ground and distant grove growing freely behind a wall of  sheared yew. I 

looked again at the cones nearby and saw branches growing freely beneath 

the clipped surface. I kept moving, changing what was in the frame, until 

the tension felt strongest and a white statue stood against shadow and 

drew my eye back to the grove. I heard Anthony Hecht’s poem about 

another garden and saw the paradox of  “Controlled disorder at the heart 

/ Of  everything,” “where the tension lectures / Us on our mortal state.”94 

❂ 34

 While there are few people in my photographs, their traces are 

everywhere: in the landforms they shape and the paths they make, in the 

soil they till and the plants they tend, in the structures they build and 

where they live, in the sites they hold sacred. I try to portray landscape in 

its original meaning – a mutual shaping of  people and place. My photo-

graphs hold stories about landscape’s features and population, shaped by 

rain, plants, animals, human hands and minds, and by processes at diverse 

scales of  space and time: local to global, ephemeral to enduring. With 

hands, tools, and machines, through law, public policy, the investing and 

withholding of  capital, people mold landscape to support human life and 

activities and to express meaning. In any place, I stand with my camera 

where I can read the story most clearly, where it is strongest or most 
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poignant.

 One way to find a place to stand is to recognize it by a quicken-

ing of  mind or heightening of  senses. “Something is here, pay attention.” 

I paid attention at Fairlight Pool in Sydney Harbour and on a detour 

looking for rutted traces of  the Oregon Trail, when I spotted an immense 

shed filled with sand, its roof  aligned with the sand’s angle of  repose, 

the quarry in the background. ❂ 5 Another way is deliberate, as in my 

pilgrimages to icons of  my profession to find the poetics of  landscape: 

Sceaux, Chantilly, Parc de la Villette in Paris, Blenheim in England, Forest 

Cemetery in Sweden, Saiho-ji and Katsura in Japan. A photograph drew 

me to Chantilly, to Uluru, and to San Adrian’s Tunnel in Spain. For the 

polemics of  landscape, I went to Berlin and Belfast. For a new job and a 

longing for light on water, I went to Boston in search of  a place to study 

the interplay of  light, water, and sky, and drove through every neighbor-

hood along the shore north and south of  the city, and found Nahant in 

Massachusetts Bay, and settled there. Paul Caponigro had been here forty 

years before; I might have found Nahant through his photographs.

 When I think of  past encounters with places, I recognize which 

I am drawn to and why. “There, that place, go.” Eight years after a friend 

told me that Iceland’s Þingvellir (Assembly Plains) is a natural wonder 

and a landmark of  democracy, I sought out that rift valley where magma 

(molten rock) wells up along the Mid Atlantic Ridge and pushes apart 

the continental plates of  North America and Eurasia. For almost a mil-

lennium, from 930 A.D. to 1798, the Icelandic “parliament” assembled 

there each year.95 In Iceland one can feel the earth as dynamic and com-

prehend continental “drift,” and feel natural and human history in dia-

logue. The ice of  Vatnajökull, the third largest glacier in the world (after 

the ice caps of  Antarctica and Greenland), thousands of  feet thick, lies 

on top of  seven volcanoes. At the base of  Skaftafell, one of  the gla-

cier’s lobes, receding ice makes global warming tangible. ❂ 47 Steam rises 

from the slopes of  Hengill; metal pipes tap the volcano’s heat. ❂ 46 The 

ancient epic of  Njal’s Saga played out across this landscape. Fire and ice 
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are Iceland’s deep structure, the sagas its deep stories. To read Njal’s Saga 

in situ is to live in literature by experiencing in landscape the drama of  vi-

olence, appeasement, and revenge. At Bergþörshvoll, where Njal and his 

family were murdered, a rise in a low plain close to the sea, I found a place 

from which to frame the story along a river of  meltwater from mountains 

and distant glacier, and found another story in a long straight cut across 

the land, built to drain the soil and convert marshy ground to dry meadow. 

Both were landscape as theater; glaciers, volcanos, rivers, and meadows 

actors on that living stage. ❂ 44

 In Iceland, as in many other places, a scenic view composed itself  

in the frame of  my lens as if  of  its own accord, the eye trained by post-

cards and scenic overlooks. But I have learned to accept the scenic image 

as a preliminary encounter and to move on. First my eye must focus on 

parts, on significant details that are explicit clues to a larger, implicit, 

whole: on the layer of  moss over rocks, the thin crust of  life on the 

planet, or on a kettle hole and piles of  sand and gravel left by a receding 

glacier, signs of  a warming climate. I focused on a kettle hole at Skaftafel 

and envisioned the melting block of  ice, broken off  from the glacier, and 

saw the void it left and envisioned the dwindling pool as recorded in con-

centric rings. I stepped back and, through the lens, saw life taking hold 

in the plants’ green against the russet bowl. I stepped back again and the 

glacier’s toe in a barren plain at its base entered the frame. Three photo-

graphs and three stories, each context to the one before. The kettle hole 

and plants tell of  time and succession, the glacier of  origins. ❂ 45

 I often find something I am not looking for. At Jökulsárlón glacier 

lagoon, the most photographed spot in Iceland according to one guide-

book, I crossed the highway to a beach and inlet where chunks of  ice float 

out on the receding tide and found shards flashing like diamonds in the 

black volcanic sand. At Uluru, when a neck strain kept me from a climb to 

the top, I came on a more sacred place below, in a pool at its base. ❂ 27 

With experience, I now expect the unexpected. Turn around, look behind. 

Looking east to watch Uluru reflect the setting sun, I saw the earth’s 
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shadow. ❂ 2

 The places I come back to are seldom the same as they were. To 

photograph a Roman road over a remote mountain pass in Spain, I found 

my way there on two successive days and each time discovered a dif-

ferent place: one in bright sun, the other in thick mist. ❂ 11 An image 

of  a petroglyph, a prehistoric rock carving, in Saguaro National Park in 

Tucson, Arizona I had captured on the run was concealed two years later. 

Grass obscured the view. ❂ 7 In Oregon, as I drove by the pyramid of  

sand, debating whether to photograph it on my way back, I turned around 

and stopped instead. An hour later the gate was locked, and I could not 

have caught the image. ❂ 5 At Sceaux, when I returned to the terrace, 

the pruned clippings strewn on the gravel alongside the hedges, which I 

had photographed an hour earlier, had been swept away. ❂ 34 In Sydney 

Harbor, waves sloshed in and out of  Fairlight Pool at high tide. ❂ 30 

Later that day, at North Head, the tide was out, the tidal pools and bed-

rock’s straight joint lines were uncovered, but by then, Fairlight Pool’s 

surface would have been flat and still, the sides exposed.  ❂ 29 Seize the 

moment, seize the day.

 A photographer needs to know when, not only where, to stand. I 

stepped into the forest at Chantilly late one summer afternoon and felt a 

weird enchantment, wondering why. Most of  the trees were young lindens: 

fanned together and bowed out in clusters, like stump sprouts, some with 

dozens of  slender saplings, no rotted trees or stumps visible among the 

thickets. My pen began to draw, and I realized that the trees had been 

planted in rows, each tree a node on a grid, then cut down at about the 

same time, with new shoots sprouting randomly from the base, decaying 

the orthogonal grid. Summer foliage obscured the forest’s grid. When I 

went back several years later, in March, to photograph what I could not 

capture in June, I photographed the grid. ❂ 19 I find a new image on 

each visit to some places, like discovering nuance and new meaning on 

rereading a well-loved book, as at Avebury, on the downs of  Wiltshire in 

England, every time I come to photograph the Neolithic standing stones 
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and circular earthworks and walk the Ridgeway. ❂ 23 ❂ 17 And at Saihoji, 

in the Moss Garden of  a Buddhist temple in Kyoto. ❂ 25 ❂ 26 ❂ 32

 Since 1990, I have returned many times to Marnas, in south-

ern Sweden, a fairy tale in the form of  a garden, its author, Sven-Ingvar 

Andersson, the Hans Christian Andersen of  landscape literature. Marnas 

is full of  allusion and allegory, journeys and homecomings, animals and 

plants engaging the gardener in dialogue. The fable begins with a young 

man’s inheritance – a small open field and a tiny, half-timbered farmhouse. 

❂ 38 The young man plants 600 hawthorns to form seven garden rooms, 

each realm enclosed by living walls but open to the sky. In the largest 

space, he prunes the trees into the shape of  eggs, then, as they grow, into 

ten-foot hens. He dreams of  himself  as an old man, too weak to hold the 

shears and clamber up a ladder, sitting beneath a grove of  hawthorns, all 

he has shaped so carefully, now growing freely, a restoration of  the natural 

order; the old man is satisfied. Two years after Andersson planted the 

garden, he published his tale as a gentle manifesto of  design and change, 

“A Letter from My Henyard.”96  Forty years later the story approaches its 

end: crooked, twisted trunks, leafy tunnel, lines of  light – memories of  

hedge. I try to channel the garden’s elusive magic through my lens: a light 

trace in the grass, a ladder to an unseen domain, a pitted round table the 

surface of  a moon. I find the magic, then it is gone. Finding the place to 

stand may be a matter of  inches or of  years.❂ 40 ❂ 39 ❂ 48  ❂ 41

 I have found strategies but no formulas for where to stand. One 

strategy is to identify a significant detail or pattern and circle around it or 

move back and forth, looking for a story. Joel Meyerowitz followed this 

strategy in St Louis, Gateway to the West, and produced an entire book 

on the symbolic Arch, at times looming, at times a distant footnote. ❂ ❂ 

Another strategy is to find a spot and wait for something to complete the 

story –  a person, a cloud, a wave, Earth’s shadow. Henri Cartier-Bresson 

framed a compelling composition and waited near a staircase between 

white-washed buildings in a Greek village, then caught the dark silhou-

ette of  a child running up the steps. ❂ I pursue the story at Marnas 
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year after year, as photographer Camilo Vergara does in Detroit, Camden, 

Harlem, Brooklyn, and the Bronx. But at Þingvellir, I could find no place 

to stand. The manicured lawn in the bottom of  Almannagjá tamed the 

raw power of  the rifted rocks. On my last afternoon in Iceland, I walked 

from the well-trodden landscape into the Blue Forest’s fractured ground, 

past mounds of  shattered, moss-covered rock. Here and there were open-

ings in the earth wide enough to swallow a person, a path riddled with fis-

sures, no earth at all beneath the flat stone I was standing on, a bridge not 

a foundation. I tried to frame a photograph. In intermittent rain and dim 

light, it was too late, too dark.

 In my class on “Sensing Place: Photography as Inquiry,” the stu-

dents’ first task is to find a site. Some elect a favorite or familiar place or 

one they are studying in another class. Some search the city, some explore 

an idea and hunt for a place to match. One determined to study sacred 

space. But where to find such space? Classmates offered prospects. She 

chose a church that parishioners had festooned with hand-made crosses. 

Individual identities produce a diversity of  chosen sites: a busy cross-

roads, an overgrown rail line, a children’s playground, Boston’s Big Dig, 

an abandoned water treatment plant, Walden Pond. Once found, it will 

be visited again and again to uncover and tell its stories. But how to rec-

ognize a promising spot from which to frame a scene, how to anticipate 

narrative? We study places other photographers chose, in Harlem, where 

Roy DeCarava photographed from inside a home, Camilo Vergara from 

a rooftop and ask what difference the choice of  each made to mood and 

meaning. We note how emotional distance shifts from detached to inti-

mate as the photographer moves up close to a subject, how looking down 

at a subject diminishes it, looking up aggrandizes it. The students learn 

not only from example but through practice and mutual critique. On site, 

they look for the common and the anomalous, for artifacts and harbin-

gers. They distinguish actors, decide which has the leading role and which 

the supporting roles. They review and comment on each other’s work. We 

consider their photographs, how a step to the left or right, from above or 
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below or with a different framing might improve composition, alter the 

mood or meaning, and question what, if  anything, is missing. We evaluate 

emphasis – if  a subject was placed first or last, in the center or to the side, 

framing to screen undesired or irrelevant views or to direct the gaze, or 

contrast of  wet with dry or rough with smooth, or through exaggeration, 

diminutive or monumental. We think of  repetition and the parallel, and of  

rhythm. To tell a story well takes rhetorical skill, in photography it begins 

with knowing where to stand.

 Gradually, each student’s stance and voice emerge. When more 

than one student picks the same site, there is more than one point of  view. 

In Mt. Auburn Cemetery, one student found reverence, another found 

irony. Of  three who studied Cambridge’s Central Square, one discovered 

music, another, politics, and yet another, poetry. The first photographed 

musicians and musical instruments in shop windows, posters on lamp-

posts, and captured the rhythm of  the street in poles and lights photo-

graphed from oblique angles and at intervals in a succession of  accent-

ed beats, punctuated with the anomalous. Passersby provided improvised 

counterpoint. The second student found political messages and manifes-

tos in signs, leaflets, and graffiti scrawled and painted in doorways, on 

windows, walls, and telephone poles. She found wealth and poverty jux-

taposed and framed them head on. The third saw metaphor in a fence of  

gaps, in a ladder’s shadow, in cracked pavement, all signs that “nothing 

built on marshland can expect permanence.” What each finds depends on 

what they value, what they want to know and who they are. Stance is iden-

tity. Here I stand.

 Carleton Watkins in the 1860s, Eadweard Muybridge in 1872, 

Ansel Adams and Edward Weston in the 1930s and 1940s stood only a few 

feet from one another when they photographed Yosemite in that immense 

national park (1,200-square-miles), yet each found a different place: wild 

“tangles, precipices, and dramas in Muybridge’s; stillness and sublimity in 

Watkins’s; grandeur and supernatural clarity in Adams’s.”97 This paradox 

was the discovery of  author Rebecca Solnit and photographers Mark 
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Klett and Byron Wolfe, who painstakingly tracked down the places where 

Watkins, Muybridge, Adams, and Weston had stood then came back to 

those spots at the same season and time of  day to make new photographs 

whose shadows and highlights would match the originals. They found a 

place on the banks of  Lake Tenaya, “where Weston in 1937 stood two 

feet from Muybridge in 1872, while Ansel Adams in 1942 stood twenty 

feet farther south.” Klett and Wolfe united the three views in a compos-

ite photograph, the three earlier, monochromatic images superimposed 

on a color panorama of  the current scene.98 ❂ To the left is Muybridge’s 

with dominant foreground of  rocks, shrubs, trees, broken branches and, 

in the background, the exposed rock of  a distant hill, the mountain partly 

obscured by haze. Muybridge’s feet were firmly planted on the ground. 

To the right are Weston’s and Adams’s, overlapping, though five years 

apart, Weston’s a balanced composition of  lake, mountains, and sky, with 

clouds reflected in the water’s smooth surface; using a telephoto lens, he 

seemed to have stood on water. Adams’s photograph was a fraction of  the 

scene: mountain and clouds fill the frame, the lake a narrow, barely notice-

able strip, he had used a telephoto lens of  higher magnification. Adams 

could have been standing in the air. Adams said, “A good photograph is 

knowing where to stand,” but he might have added that a good photo-

graph is knowing what lens to use. To evoke “awe” at Yosemite, he often 

photographed from a prospect (a cliff, a mountainside, the roof  of  his 

car) with a telephoto lens, cropping out the foreground, even the ground. 

His Yosemite is vast, powerful, overwhelming, seemingly untouched by 

humans, though he often photographed near crowds of  tourists, as at 

Glacier Point, where he stood at the guard rail to make his famous photo-

graph of  Half  Dome and Clouds. ❂ ❂

 Purpose led each photographer to stand in different places even 

if  only a few feet apart. Watkins and Muybridge were in Yosemite in the 

service of  science, art, and public interest; on one trip Watkins joined 

a geological survey. For Adams, Yosemite was “destiny”; he made it his 

home, and his wife sold photographic mementos to the tourists whose 
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traces he excluded from his photographs.99 Weston came to Yosemite to 

visit Adams on a Guggenheim Fellowship project to photograph California 

and the West.100 The re-photographers Klett and Wolfe came to juxtapose 

two moments, then and now, “to measure the difference between photo-

graphic visions and...the changes in the landscape.” Solnit’s purpose was 

to gauge “the radical changes in ideas about the place.”101

 Dorothea Lange’s 1939 photographs of  farms and towns in rural 

California and the Pacific Northwest brought me back there several times. 

Her purpose had been to discover and document the plight of  migrant 

workers and farmers aided by government programs, mine was to find 

out what had become of  her places and people, to discover and reflect on 

the stories the changes might tell, and to photograph close enough from 

where she had stood to see what she saw and what she did not see. I re-

traced her journey, and, in the process, found my own.102 I drove down 

country roads and streets of  towns, looking for a match between building 

or landform and those in Lange’s images. Season mattered. Lange timed 

her trips to agricultural districts to coincide with the harvest. I arrived in 

the Imperial Valley in April, when the workers had already moved north, 

but they were not yet in eastern Oregon in July, when irrigation water 

flowing. I stood by the Malheur Siphon just past sunrise, with no hint of  

the heat to come, sound of  water gushing from siphon into canal, scent of  

sage. High above the valley of  the Malheur River, my camera framed the 

irrigated and the dry, the sharp boundary between green fields and sere 

grass. In the nineteenth century, when wagons lumbered along the Oregon 

Trail, this land was sagebrush desert, and, in 1939, was desert still in 1939 

when Dorothea Lange photographed the Malheur Siphon, built two years 

earlier, then the world’s longest, to transport water to transform the arid 

land into fields of  alfalfa, corn, and sugar beets. Lange photographed the 

siphon from the green fields on the opposite side of  the valley, her em-

phasis on farms not desert. ❂ I envisioned the irrigation system: from the 

Owyhee Dam and its reservoir to the south, the watershed reaching into 

Nevada, to the spillway to the Snake River many miles north of  where I 
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stood. ❂ 16 The water was flowing from dam to farm: in canals, siphons, 

and ditches, down drops and slides, through weirs, welling up in bubblers, 

spraying from nozzles, pouring from siphon tubes into furrows, seeping 

into soil and steep-sided drains. ❂ 15  The US Bureau of  Reclamation 

had built this system, one of  many projects of  the Great Depression to 

resettle and re-employ farmers who had lost their land.103 Lange had been 

sent by the government to record their progress; the farmers told her their 

stories, and she made portraits of  them and their children, their homes 

and fields, wrote reports of  their daily lives. Six decades later, I met those 

children as adults. I made portraits, too, but, unlike Lange, my eye focused 

on the irrigation system and what came later – recent settlers who work 

fifty miles away in Boise, Idaho and the irrigated lawns of  their homes in 

new subdivisions on what had been farmland.104

 In California’s Central and Imperial valleys, where Lange saw the 

system of  agricultural labor and industrial agriculture in the pickers and 

fields alongside railroad tracks, I saw the water system and the tensions it 

brought to city dweller, farmer, and environmentalist. Lange had a favor-

ite quotation from Goethe, “Every traveler should know what he has to 

see and what properly belongs to him on a journey.”105 My journey and my 

place were aligned with Lange’s but I am a different traveler. What I see, 

what subjects and ideas belong to me and guide my journey, direct my eye, 

and tell me where to stand.
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 “I am in love with the ray and the reflection.” In the 1880s, Claude 

Monet traveled in search of  light, painting dramatic effects of  color 

and weather: bright yellow sun along the Mediterranean Sea; blue-violet 

storms on the coast of  Normandy; yellow, brown, purple fog in London. 

His paintings were rapidly sketched notations on atmosphere. He called 

his work researches.“Nature is my studio.” As a plein-air painter, he worked 

in the open air, obsessed with weather. His letters home describe the 

shifts in light and atmosphere from minute to minute that forced him to 

switch back and forth among several canvases. His letters bemoan changes 

in weather that prevented completing a painting. It took him two years to 

paint his many versions of  Rouen Cathedral because the light shifted so 

radically from February to April (letter in March, “the light is already so 

different from when I arrived in February.”)  “At this time of  year,” he 

wrote to a friend in 1890, “the sun sets so quickly that I cannot keep up 

with it. I’m becoming such a slow worker that it makes me desperate, but 

the further I go the more clearly I see that I must work hard in order to 

succeed in rendering what I seek: ‘instantaneity,’ above all the enveloping 

atmosphere, the same light spread over everything.”106 ❂ ❂ ❂ ❂

 Monet said he was attempting the impossible: to paint the air, the 

spaces in between objects and sun, what he called the enveloppe or atmo-

sphere, the mass of  air that envelopes the planet. But air is not empty, it 

Lights of Day, in season, in Place
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is material. It contains dust and moisture; clouds are visible collections of  

water droplets, ice and dust particles suspended in air. Light, the energy 

that makes air visible, is transformed by the air through which it passes, 

most evident on a hazy humid day. Air filled with water and dust is misty, 

blurring the edges, dissolving the seeming solidity of  things. Even on a 

clear, dry day, distant features have a blue cast artists call aerial perspec-

tive. In 1890 Monet bought his house at Giverny and, apart from his study 

of  the cathedral at Rouen, most of  his explorations from then on were of  

that Giverny landscape. He painted the same scene at different times of  

day and year. At 3AM, he would set off  on his boat with a dozen blank 

canvases to paint the morning light on the Seine, from twilight blues in 

misty dawn to the blue-yellow light of  early morning. In the brighter and 

flatter light of  midday to late afternoon, he painted poppy fields and rows 

of  poplars, from late afternoon through sunset to twilight he painted 

haystacks.

 Two series of  color photographs, one by Richard Misrach of  San 

Francisco Bay’s Golden Gate, the other by Joel Meyerowitz of  Cape Cod 

Bay, are successors to Monet’s series, each documenting light in the same 

place at different times of  day and night, in diverse weather. Their cameras 

captured light in a split second or in minutes-long exposures, day by day, 

month by month, year by year. In Misrach’s book, Golden Gate, the images 

are ordered chronologically, each taken from precisely the same location 

on the photographer’s front porch, and framed identically. The unfolding 

drama takes place in the sky, the shallow foreground with the bridge and 

bay, its foil. Some photographs were taken only moments apart, a remind-

er that thirteen minutes might be a century, shifts that would have driven 

Monet to distraction. The identical frame and the curt captions (“10-29-

97 4:35PM,”  “11-10-00 12:50-3:40AM”) emphasize the camera’s role as 

a mechanical recording instrument.  ❂ ❂  Roland Barthes described the 

camera as “a clock,”; perhaps this was Misrach’s point of  departure (“The 

book is also a clock,” he writes).107 Meyerowitz’s Bay/Sky, is not a clock, 

but a “book of  days”: “today was crystalline, this day was dark, one day 
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brings to mind a flower petal, another the inside of  a shell. Some days are 

metal: steely, leaden, silver, golden....Strange that density and hardness are 

used to describe something fluid and translucent.”108 He photographed 

from the same stretch of  beach, but not from the same spot. ❂ ❂ Bay 

and sky play off  one another, light the medium of  exchange, amplified by 

reflective surfaces of  water, sand, and clouds. Meyerowitz studies light as 

a quality of  place. Cape Cod, for example, “is a spit of  sand...light colored, 

surrounded by water,” where “there is always...atmospheric moisture that 

rises off  the surface of  the water, sort of  cooked by sunlight, and it splin-

ters the light almost prismatically.”109 He contrasts the “purity” in the way 

light falls on the Cape to light “on the mainland, inland,” where there is 

more dirt in the air, reducing the light. On Cape Cod, “the air seems to 

be purer, more glowing,” with “a kind of  radiance.” In Tuscany, he had 

seen another kind of  light, especially in a valley below Sienna where the 

earth of  rich white clay reflects light. The valley collects moisture, “and 

so when the light rains down...the valley itself  has a kind of  pearlescent 

quality; it’s as if  the air in the valley is illuminated from within. Because 

sunlight striking the ground rises up from the ground it doesn’t suck up 

the light because of  dark earth so there is a funny kind of  glow around ev-

erything.” Comparing Tuscan light to Cape light,  Meyerowitz concludes 

that “the Val d’Orcia has its glow from its substance,” the clay,” and “the 

Cape has its glow from the waters around it.”

 The water’s edge is prized by artists as a laboratory for light, es-

pecially on a spit of  land or a small island where the view is panoram-

ic. Skagen, at the northernmost tip of  Denmark, where the North Sea 

and the Baltic meet, and my home of  Nahant, a narrow peninsula in 

Massachusetts Bay, are ideal places to study the blue hours of  dusk and 

the split colors near sunrise and sunset, when waves’ facets reflect dif-

ferent parts of  the sky vault and the sea turns iridescent from colors’ 

juxtaposition. Light is not white but a spectrum of  colors, often red and 

orange at sunset and sunrise, yellow in early morning and late afternoon, 

blue at dusk and in shadows. Light is the medium of  photography, but it 
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is much more. To some, it is life and spirit. Like flowers and film, people 

are photo-receptors, sensitive to light; my body responds to light and its 

rhythms. I feel disoriented in Australia, where the sun shines from the 

north not the south. Light orients me in time and space, in mood; it stirs 

reflection, and invites meaning. 

 My class in landscape photography begins with a month-long 

study of  light. The first assignment is to keep a light journal; for the first 

three weeks the students describe the quality of  light as it appears at least 

six times each. They note the time, the place, the light’s intensity, clarity, 

and color, how light responds to, exposes, or conceals materials, surfac-

es, forms, and creates shadows, how light, in turn, is reflected, absorbed, 

and transformed by the landscape’s surface. I ask them to notice the sky 

and search for words to convey what they see; I suggest that they consult 

poetry. Their journals describe how, on a clear day in late afternoon, the 

light is low and golden, the shadows long, the sunlit colors vivid. The low 

light rakes across surfaces, sets them alight, and brings out their texture: 

it pops out tiny details like sand grains on a flat surface of  a beach or in 

the finish of  a stucco wall; it stirs the sense of  touch. They write how, as 

they face the sun, things in front are backlit, light glows through trans-

lucent leaves, creating haloes around solid objects. Things seem hyper-

real or even super-natural in a paradoxical light, warm yellow or reddish 

in the sun, cool blue in the shadows. Just before sunrise and right after 

sunset the contrast of  color-ranges increases and the paradox deepens. 

The period between darkness and light is a time of  two lights when the 

blues, cool rose, and lavenders of  the sky away from the sun contrast with 

oranges, reds, yellows, and purples of  sky near the sun. Photographers call 

these times of  dawn to early morning and from late afternoon to dusk, 

“the magic hours.” Some students begin to distinguish between morning 

and evening light, a consequence of  moisture and temperature, the air 

most moist and cool at dawn, least moist and warmer in afternoon. Some 

notice, as the weather changes to overcast, that they become more sen-

sitive to green; after rain, some speak of  light reflecting up from wet 
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ground, illuminating the undersides of  trees. They speak of  the effect of  

light on their feelings, weather a metaphor for mood. Their eyes experi-

ence warm colors like red, orange, and yellow as dynamic and energetic, 

assertive, thrusting forward to be noticed, and cool colors as quieter, more 

recessive, evoking repose and calm. Some become fascinated with the 

lights of  night, with its contrast of  artificial and natural light, indoor and 

outdoor light. Aided by the camera, they bring back images informed by 

seeing.110

 By the end of  the semester, one architecture student was sur-

prised to discover how much sharper his perception of  light and color 

had become. One evening, standing outdoors with a friend, also an ar-

chitect, he noticed that the light was green and pointed it out; his friend 

saw no green and looked at my student as if  he were hallucinating. My 

student probably will be more skillful than his friend in employing and 

playing with light in the buildings he designs. When my students (and I) 

gain an appreciation for the light of  a place, in season, the range of  its 

expected and unexpected lights, the common and the rare, they can better 

see and photograph distinctive lights of  other seasons and other places. 

Every region has its own light with particular qualities of  solar angle, 

brightness, clarity, and color, caused by the interplay of  latitude and lon-

gitude, altitude, climate, the color and reflectivity of  surfaces of  rock, 

soil, plants, water, buildings. The sun’s angle, a factor of  time of  day and 

season and latitude, affects how much atmosphere (dust and moisture) the 

light passes through. Humidity and dust change light’s quality variously – 

its color, clarity, and brilliance – from place to place. Add the reflective 

surface of  the sea to clear, dry air and a special light results: the irides-

cent light of  Southern California, the brilliant bounce of  winter light in 

Sydney, Australia. Light provides a sense of  place.

 When, as a teenager, I lived in Denmark, the lights of  day, in 

season, seemed remarkable to me. The short grey days and long dark 

nights of  winter countered the long bright days and short light nights 

of  summer: about six hours between sunrise and sunset in winter when 
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people burn candles during dark afternoons and evenings, almost eighteen 

hours of  sunlight in summer when, in mid June, the sky is never fully dark. 

Twilight in Scandinavia’s higher latitudes is drawn out over hours – com-

pared to minutes in the lower latitudes – as the sun slants slowly down, a 

prolonging of  dusk as if  time were passing in slow motion. The Danish 

artist Vilhelm Hammershøj used muted colors to paint the half  light of  

twilight and the darklight of  overcast days. The sky of  his landscapes and 

the walls, floors, and ceilings of  his interiors reflect light. His canvases, 

noted for their range of  greys, shade from blue greys through greys tinged 

with green, rose, violet, and brown. To appreciate Danish light, especially 

in winter, is to prize grey. But it is also to love the light of  sunny days 

when the weather is windy and partly cloudy. Reading Monet’s frustration 

with constant shifts in weather reminds me of  the challenge of  photo-

graphing the Danish landscape where the light shifts rapidly as wind-driv-

en clouds sweep off  the sea, across the low-lying terrain, moving past the 

sun, their shadows racing across the landscape. A photographer has to be 

quick. No time to fuss with camera settings.

 Like a plein-air painter, a photographer must be attuned to light’s 

fleeting qualities, to the color of  weather, to what colors say and shadows 

reveal. The magic hours lift my spirits, but I learned also to love the soft 

light of  overcast days when shadows are vague and a division between 

light and dark blurred. When photographing, I am usually out in the field 

and in a place for only a day or two and so must embrace the light as a 

given, respond to what is there, be prepared to improvise. I anticipate and 

wait for light. The weather on a three-day trip to Stockholm in May was 

overcast and rainy. My plan to photograph Forest Cemetery was thwarted 

by rain on the second day, and on the third, but, with only a few hours 

before I was due to leave, the rain lightened and the clouds seemed to lift, 

so I hopped on a train for the cemetery. With the sky overcast and still no 

direct sunlight, I sat on a bench near the entrance to the cemetery, wrote 

in my journal and sketched the scene: to the left, a straight path along a 

wall past a large, freestanding cross, hill to the right, steps leading to a 
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grove at the top. A man cycled by. A woman departed. A hare loped across 

the grass. Black smoke rose from the crematorium chimney and disap-

peared into the sky. A bird perched on the cross. At last, the light came; 

a low, golden light, and the landscape came alive. I seized my camera and 

ran, first to the Hill of  Remembrance, which Sigurd Lewerentz had de-

signed “to comfort a sorrow that cannot be told.”111 ❂ 35-36

 Lewerentz and Gunnar Asplund, the designers of  Forest Cemetery, 

used light deliberately and symbolically. Asplund designed Woodland 

Chapel as an abstraction of  a forest clearing: from the outside, a square 

building with a low, steeply sloping roof, but seen from within, a circu-

lar space defined by slender columns. From that circle a dome springs, 

a half  sphere with a translucent skylight. A soft diffuse light washes the 

sides of  the dome from above to illuminate the floor below. In the center, 

bathed in light, is a low stone pedestal, meant for a casket. At Mariebjerg 

Cemetery, north of  Copenhagen, G.N. Brandt used light similarly but in a 

landscape setting, with two long dark avenues, lined by four rows of  elms, 

culminating, like a church’s nave, in a bright clearing formed by a circle of  

trees. From shadow of  death to light of  heaven.112

 One December day, Jupiter appeared at dusk, shining over Egg 

Rock above the earth’s shadow and the anti-twilight arch, so bright I 

thought it was a plane or a star. I had no camera and have never seen that 

image since. I planned to go back and photograph it and call it Jupiter, 

but the next day was overcast, and a few days later the planet’s position 

was not the same. I could, of  course, recreate, digitally, the lost image by 

adding a point of  light to a photograph of  another night, and who would 

know? But, for me, the magic of  photography is that the radiance of  the 

world itself  – as it is – burned the image. When I hold a photograph, I 

hold in my hands “a piece of  paper containing a sliver of  time.”113 The 

light of  Jupiter was from the sun, reflected, and beamed 400 million miles 

to imprint the image on my film. I want to discover what is there, whether 

visible or hidden, not to depict what is not.  I am a photographer, not a 
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painter. A photographer who radically transforms a photographic image, 

who substitutes another hue, who combines images of  places, adds stars 

or clouds, is a painter. Nothing wrong with that. But, for now, I print what 

I have seen and felt in a certain place at a certain time.
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 One March morning in Nahant, the day after a snow storm, mist 

hung over the sea and waves swelled offshore, curled and crashed. The 

sun hid behind a low bank of  grey clouds, and the sea was a striking 

green, especially near the waves’ tips where light shone through. To the 

east, the sky was peach. To the north the shore was in a pink mist, the sky 

blue above the green sea. If  I saw this pallette in a photograph, I would 

assume the colors false. My eye told me the colors were true, but, ten years 

later, I have never seen that combination of  colors again. In that first year 

of  living near the sea, I had no way of  knowing how rare that particular 

green sea was. The standard text on Light and Color in the Outdoors by M. 

G. J. Minnaert did not answer my questions.114 It told me that, in clear 

water at shallow depths, the color of  the bottom is important, otherwise, 

the sea’s color reflects the sky’s; ocean changes color with latitude, espe-

cially from northern to southern hemisphere. Its description of  the South 

Pacific Ocean’s ultramarine reminded me of  the sea I saw from the North 

Head of  Sydney Harbor, deep blue even in the shallows over the ledges 

of  Sydney sandstone. But why, on that morning in Nahant, was the ocean 

green? Was it the season (more algae in spring)? Or the weather (storm 

waves tearing seaweed from moorings on rock, grinding, and holding it 

in suspension)? Did foam of  the breaking waves make the sea a paler, 

more striking green? Or was the intense color an optical illusion caused 

What Color Tells
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by pink-gold mist against the greenish water? A year later I read in a 

newspaper that, as the weather warms in spring, “the ocean gets a green-

ish tint from the bloom of  billions of  microscopic plankton on which 

much of  sea life depends.”115 The paper did not explain the process: water 

cooled by winter air in the north Atlantic sinks, displacing warmer water 

at the sea bottom, which rises, bringing nutrients from below. After winter 

storms, upwelling in northern seas – green waves in spring. ❂ 8

 The next fall, in Japan, I saw a stand of  bamboo at the foot of  a 

steep slope between temple and garden in Kyoto’s Saiho-ji: downy green, 

blue, pale green, grey – a chord of  color. Noting a pattern in the succes-

sion of  tones, I wondered – many species or one? Successive growth? I 

learned that bamboo is a grass, spreading by underground runners, the 

trunks (culms) like single blades, emerging bright green then fading to 

grey and brown. ❂ 25 ❂ 26 Colors told culms’ age: siblings, sprung from 

common roots – grove of  grass, bamboo. In the gardens of  Kyoto, above 

all in Saiho-ji, the Moss Garden, the overwhelming presence of  green 

and the recession of  other colors permits an appreciation of  the range 

of  shades. In July, the fullness of  these greens reveals the presence of  

water in garden, forest, and city rice field. Light and water feed photosyn-

thesis, the process by which green, the color of  life, arises. Water swells 

leaves, propels new growth of  lighter color, feeds gray-green fungus and 

lichens on tree and stone. On a summer day in Shisendo, another Japanese 

garden, the air heavy with moisture, I experienced the light as green, fil-

tered through leaf  upon leaf, reflected from the bluish, rosy green of  

bamboo trunks and bright green moss. The air itself  seemed saturated 

with color, as if  millions of  microscopic water droplets in the heavy air 

were all reflecting green. It is easier to understand green in gardens than 

in the city, but I began to see the significance in the green mountains, 

a backdrop to Japanese villages and cities, and, closer by, in the subtle, 

gentle green of  the tatami mat.116

 Green is the color of  chlorophyl, of  life. Even Australia’s vast 

central desert of  vermilion sand is dotted with green, contrast accentuating 
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the plants’ spareness and fragility. Green signals the presence of  water 

beneath the sand or at the foot of  Uluru the inselberg (an isolated hill or 

mountain on a plain) whose red signals the presence of  iron. Red of  sand, 

red of  Uluru, prods the mind to imagine the massive rocks from which the 

sand eroded, and thus to experience the landscape as ancient. In Australia, 

the Red Centre is now a refuge for aboriginal culture, remote from the 

cities of  the coast. Red center and blue coast are in tension in Australian 

history and culture and in the minds of  individuals; photographs of  the 

two, juxtaposed, can stand for the whole. ❂ 27 ❂ 28 ❂ 29 ❂ 30   Australian 

architect Glenn Murcutt’s photograph of  his home’s hearth, showing a 

wood-burning stove set in a frame of  red ochre, against green trees seen 

through the window is a conscious metaphor.

 Architects Gunnar Aslplund and Sigurd Lewerentz employed color 

metaphorically in their design for Stockholm’s Forest Cemetery, the green 

lawn of  the Hill of  Remembrance and the still pool at its base contrasting 

with the surrounding evergreen woods and their understory of  graves. If  

the grass were brown or the hill were paved, the associations would not be 

the same. The Hill was designed to console the mourner, its grass alluding 

to the pastoral, invoking the twenty-third Psalm: “The Lord is my shep-

herd; I shall not want. He maketh me to lie down in green pastures: he 

leadeth me beside the still waters.” ❂ 35 ❂ 36 The cropped lawn and its 

association with the pastoral is ingrained in Western culture; transplanted 

to desert regions, lush summer green contrasts with dry grasses and bare 

ground, the irrigated and the dry. ❂ 16

 Every landscape has base colors of  predominant hues with char-

acteristic saturation and tones, varying with season. The primary palette 

of  the Swedish countryside is greens of  field and forest, greys and browns 

of  rock, red of  buildings. The boulders of  a barn wall in southern Sweden 

are multi-colored, each stone expressing its origins; those who know their 

granite can tell by its color and texture what part of  northern Sweden or 

Norway it is from. The barn sits in the sloping, softly undulating, landscape 

of  Skåne, a still center in a sea of  blowing grain on glacial till – stones 
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ground from bedrock and transported hundreds of  miles by a glacier – de-

posited on ancient chalk and limestone. Erratic boulders, brought by ice, 

tilled, bound by lime: the wall a landscape. The barn’s painted colors are 

so Swedish: Falu red and black, pigments produced from tailings of  the 

copper mine at Falun, once the source of  Europe’s copper roofing and 

Sweden’s wealth. The pigment, made by roasting sediments (the higher 

the temperature, the darker the color, from yellow to red to black) and 

binding them with flour and oil, seeps into wood and preserves it. The 

painted surface is matte and grainy, not shiny and smooth; the pigment’s 

crystals capture, reflect, and refract low, warm, evening light. Red build-

ings glow against the green.117 Falu red paint  was manufactured at the 

mine from the 1500s, if  not earlier; widely adopted by wealthy and poor 

alike by the 1800s, red buildings became Sweden’s emblem.118 ❂ 14

 Like the barn in southern Sweden, Frank Lloyd Wright’s Taliesin 

West in the Arizona desert is a metaphor of  landscape. Built from boul-

ders covered with desert varnish, black and red from years’ exposure to 

cycles of  moisture and evaporation, set in a rosy mortar of  concrete of  

desert sand, its colors draw from the place itself. Desert varnish – a patina 

of  clay with red of  iron, black of  manganese – accreted on rock surfac-

es over thousands of  years, became a canvas for prehistoric people, who 

scraped into it symbols of  men, animals, and shapes, like spirals. Wright 

found a large boulder covered with petroglyphs carved into the varnish, 

moved it to Taliesin, and set it on a pedestal. In Arizona’s Sonoran desert, 

I found a petroglyph and brought its image home. ❂ 7  For the last 

several decades of  his life, Frank Lloyd Wright split his time between 

Wisconsin and Arizona. “In inhabiting the two places, you learn,” Wright 

said. In humid Wisconsin, where the dominant landscape color is green, 

“you have efflorescence, richness...a form of  decay. Perhaps this vegeta-

tion that grows all over so abundantly is a form of  mold that comes upon 

the more accurate elements – the stone foundation of  things.  But when 

you get out here, you’re back to the foundation.”119 The predominant 

colors of  desert landscapes are those of  rock and soil, the “foundation of  
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things.”

 Palettes of  place are the product of  latitude, climate, geology, 

plants, and culture. In the northern latitudes of  Scotland and Scandinavia, 

where light is less intense, colors are less bright than in places closer 

to the equator, like central Australia. Weather and season produce varia-

tions: desaturated hues on misty or overcast days; green seas in spring. On 

the semi-arid short-grass prairie of  Colorado in March, the color range 

narrows, the overall mosaic grey-yellow-brown from silver-grey of  dead 

foliage, pale green lichen, brown earth, straw-colored grasses, weathered 

fenceposts. Within that matrix of  light, climate, rock, and plants,  are 

colors introduced by tradition: Falu red in Sweden; the red of  Shinto 

shrines in Japan; the greens of  irrigated gardens in arid regions.

 After Paul Klee was dispatched as a soldier from Germany to 

Morocco in the First World War, the light, color, and landscape of  Northern 

Africa transformed his painting; it became more colorful, brighter, more 

abstract. Two of  his paintings explore the colors of  northern and south-

ern latitudes: “Harmony of  the Northern Flora” and “Resonance of  the 

Southern Flora.” Inspired by Klee, I study a place’s palette and the pat-

terns of  its color structure. Beginning with a digital image, I create a 

series of  progressively coarser mosaics, clumping the image’s pixels into 

a grid of  color blocks derived from the hue, tone, and saturation of  the 

clumped pixels, and then compare the result with those from other places. 

At Death Valley’s Zabriskie Point (fewer than two inches of  rainfall),  the 

bright unfiltered light delineates hues of  rocks and casts crisp shadow; at 

Japan’s Saihoji (62 inches rainfall), the light passing through humid air and 

translucent leaves is soft and green. The blocks of  the Zabriskie mosaic 

range from beige and brown through rose to lavender, those of  Saihoji, 

a medley of  greens: “Harmony of  the Desert Earth” and “Resonance of  

the Forest Flora.”120

 Photographs remind me how radically my mind’s eye edits color. 

The human eye can distinguish more than seven million colors, includ-

ing 150 hues and their variations in saturation and tone, but there are no 
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words to describe them all.121 Labeling  reduces thousands of  shades of  

white to “white,” and the eye complies by perceiving a “white” wall as a 

single color even though, in late afternoon sun, it may shade from golden 

yellow to blue in the shadows. Visual simplification, known as color con-

stancy, closes the doors of  perception.122 A painter’s palette opens the 

artist’s eye to distinctions and to an awareness of  ingredients; from the 

experience of  mixing a particular green an artist knows it is a combina-

tion of  reds and blues and yellows. The computer monitor is a photogra-

pher’s palette, the colors of  the image produced by varying amounts of  

red, green, and blue (RGB), the monitor’s display limited, so far, to 256 

of  each or 16,777,216 colors in all (256 x 256 x 256). Studying my photo-

graph with software like Adobe Photoshop, I sample parts of  the image to 

analyze the precise mixture of  R, G, and B to discern the palette of  place 

and to adjust the mix to match my memory. In the process, I learn about 

effects like color adjacency, how perception of  a color can change radi-

cally depending on adjacent colors. I see the silvery blue of  the sea before 

sunset on a clear sunny day as a simplification of  moving facets of  many 

hues (thus the shimmering effect), the phenomena of  “pooling.” I saw it 

first on my computer monitor in a photograph of  the earth’s shadow and 

the sea when, as I moved the cursor across the image I tracked the ingre-

dients and found pools of  blue and rose that my eye had simplified into 

violet. ❂ 3  ❂ 4

 Working with color images on a computer monitor tunes my eye 

to distinctions it once could not see. What had seemed black and white 

is many colors; even greys are warmed or cooled by a tinge of  red or 

blue. Shadow is no mere surface pattern but three-dimensional space, its 

own color cast contrasting with areas of  direct sunlight. I used to see a 

color cast on my monitor – whether green or magenta, red or cyan, blue 

or yellow – only when pronounced or when someone more expert than I 

lifted its veil. “There’s a magenta cast on your image,” color master John 

Paul Caponigro would say.123 I could not see it. With a flick of  his finger 

on the mouse, he adjusted the curve on the color graph of  the image on 
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the screen, and the magenta veil was lifted. Moving my cursor over images 

of   Zabriskie and Saihoji, I can read the precise percentages of  red, green, 

and blue, or of  cyan, magenta, and yellow that comprise each pixel’s hue. 

The deep shadows of  each image are not a neutral black, but tinted. A 

color cast is not always a mistake.

 The camera’s film or digital sensor and the computer’s monitor 

can reproduce far fewer colors than the eye can see, and a printer’s ink 

and paper can represent fewer still. From the snap of  the shutter to the 

color print, the image passes through multiple devices and media, each 

introducing variables that affect how closely the print can approximate 

the colors my eye has seen and remembers. Each film or sensor, monitor, 

printer, ink, and paper has its own “color space,” a map of  the range of  

hues and tones it can display or reproduce. Those outside that color space 

are “out of  gamut” and cannot be reproduced, forcing a compression of  

the spectrum of  hues, some more than others. Prints cannot reproduce 

the many greens the eye sees, especially the saturated greens of  spring, 

even though human eyes are most sensitive to green, and green the most 

prevalent color of  living organisms. Japanese films like Fuji were better 

suited to capturing greens than Kodak film; not surprising given green’s 

prevalence, and its significance, in Japan. The color space of  Kodachrome 

was biased toward reproducing Caucasian skin in pleasing color.124 Color 

reflects preference and may represent prejudice.

 Color can be a form of  address, an assertion of  identity. It can 

pledge allegiance, warn trespassers or traitors, threaten to punish, even 

to kill. When I first saw the red, white, and blue markings in Protestant 

neighborhoods of  Northern Ireland, I read them as patriotic, like deco-

rations on the Fourth of  July or Memorial Day in the US, until I learned 

that the message was bellicose, the tone strident, hostile, and menacing. 

At a crossroads on Newtownards Road in East Belfast, flags of  Union 

Jack and Ulster Cross hung side by side; bollards, light poles, phone boxes, 

all manhole covers painted Unionist red, white, and blue, and so were the 

children’s swings and the benches and walls of  a playground. Markings 
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and murals signaled the presence of  paramilitary groups. Though men may 

have been forbidden to patrol the streets with machine guns, their painted 

images patrolled on their behalf; on Newtownards Road, on Shankill Road 

in West Belfast, and streets of  Londonderry, the eyes of  masked men in 

black stared from the murals at passersby: mothers, children, old men 

shopping.125 After a few peaceful days in more rural regions of  Northern 

Ireland, I drove into a village for dinner and saw curbsides painted red, 

white, and blue. An Irish Catholic friend who was with me recoiled. Color 

is not innocent. 

 When Susan Meiselas published her book of  photographs on the 

1978-79 revolution in Nicaragua, she was attacked for her decision to 

portray the war in color. Her critics reflected the historical tradition of  

black-and-white photography as appropriate for documenting stark social 

conditions; they saw her color as a distraction from the subject not in-

separable from it. But color “captured what it felt like – the way people 

dressed, the way they painted their houses” and the “spirit of  optimism.”126 

It captured the yellow-orange of  flames and the red of  blood. While color 

photography now is widely accepted, some photographers still consider 

black-and-white prints superior, more like art because they represent the 

world abstractly.127 Nor is disdain for color new. In ancient Greece, some, 

like Aristotle, viewed color in art as decorative and thus as superfluous, 

a confusing diversion from the essential.128 In the Italian Renaissance, 

disegno, the drawn line, was considered superior to painted colore, the black-

and-white drawing seen as rational, the many-hued as sensual and, there-

fore, presumably, less cognitive.129

  “Between black and white, there throbs the universe of  chromatic phe-

nomena,” Johannes Itten writes in his treatise on The Art of  Color.130 Many, like 

Itten, have attempted to codify this universe of  color, to construct a theory of  

color relationships, behavior, and expression, but not all individuals and cultures 

perceive hue in the same way, and not all ascribe the same meanings to color. 

Nevertheless, to delete color is to erase information. Color informs. It affirms, 

proclaims, and betrays. It alludes, invokes, appeals. In tone alone is color silenced.
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significant Detail

 On the slopes of  Japan’s Mount Aso, past clouds of  steam and bil-

lowing smoke, smell of  sulfur, cold wind blasting grit, a boulder drew me 

in. Its round shape and rose-grey color, its fine-grained, porous texture, 

so unlike the rocks of  the dark and jagged peaks above it, stayed with 

me hours later as the heat of  an onsen, a traditional Japanese outdoor 

bath, seeped bone-deep in the brisk October air. The water’s sulfurous 

smell linked volcano and hot spring, violence and repose. I studied my 

photograph of  the boulder months afterward, researched volcanoes, and 

learned how a rock’s form and color, its position far from the volcano’s 

mouth, are clues to its origin. The rock is a big cinder, a volcanic “bomb” 

blown out of  the earth, formed when water met magma – molten rock 

– beneath Japan, where tectonic plates collide along the Pacific Ring of  

Fire, birthplace of  land, sea, and air. ❂ 6

 Details signify. The “bomb” holds memory of  water and foun-

tains of  fire and the threat of  future explosion. So, too, the black streaks 

down the rocky outcrop in Australia’s Red Centre trace waterfalls from 

rare rains and point to a desert refuge at the base of  Uluru. In Ise’s sacred 

forest, a knobby stone at a gateway, polished by thousands of  fingers, 

reveals worshipers’ reverence. The standing stones of  Avebury, upright 

and aligned, hint at purpose. Significant details are clues to what is con-

cealed or implied: ritual, rain, danger. Significant details are not isolated; 

sigNiFiCaNt Detail
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their relationships expose a larger pattern, a whole greater than its parts, 

in the cinder on Mount Aso a whole too large to take in at a single glance, 

extending far beyond that place and time. Acts of  worship link the pol-

ished knob of  stone at Japan’s Ise Shrine with rice-straw ropes bound-

ing and marking sacred stones and trees, strips of  bark peeled from their 

trunks as a piece of  the sacred, blankets of  bamboo slats shielding trees 

from memento seekers, and shrines built from wood of  the sacred forest, 

reconstructed every twenty years. The upright stones of  Avebury’s Circle 

and Avenue encompass artifacts of  ancient worship: earthworks, conical 

hill, and barrow. ❂ 23 Seen from the air, Uluru is surrounded by a pool of  

green – source of  water and food –  a larger version of  the round patches 

of  green that mark slight depressions in the red desert sand, linked by a 

network of  Aboriginal songlines that trace paths through inherited terri-

tory. Through many details, I recognize the whole. ❂ 27  ❂ 28

 “Details are confusing,” Georgia O’Keeffe wrote, “It is only by 

selection, by elimination, by emphasis that we get at the real meaning of  

things.” Reading a landscape (or a person or society) is the art of  culling 

the significant from a welter of  the irrelevant or peripheral, some details 

more telling than others. I look around, alert for anomalies – things out of  

place or from another time, a break in pattern, clues to a hidden order or 

a meaning overlooked. An anomaly need not be isolated or even rare; an 

overall pattern that contradicts the expected is an anomaly: leaves pointed 

in a single direction, sign of  strong prevailing winds. The rounded bomb 

on Mount Aso and siblings strewn nearby are anomalies in the present 

context of  black ash and jagged black peaks, all evidence of  volcanic pro-

cesses. ❂ 6 Like the freely growing trees behind a sheared wall at Sceaux, 

the antithetical may fit an enlarged whole that leads the eye on to other, 

similar, juxtapositions, like the oxymoronic paradox of  Sceaux’s conical 

yews, the Euclidean geometry of  outer surface and the fractal geometry 

of  branching structure. There is order everywhere. It is a matter of  seeing. 

❂ 34

 It takes time to discern that order in an unfamiliar place. I look 
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for the most fundamental patterns of  climate, geology, and physiography. 

I orient myself  to light, to dry south and west faces of  slopes and walls, 

to the moister north, and to the prevailing winds. I look for the structure 

of  topography and water flow, the composition of  plant communities and 

their disposition, and for ways that human settlement – buildings, paths, 

road systems – responds, or does not. Which is the enduring, which the 

ephemeral? I look for correspondences and find new dialogues to read, 

narratives of  paths and boundaries, anecdotes of  signs, and the mysteries 

of  anomalies. On the high dry plains of  Eastern Colorado one March af-

ternoon, I thought of  Willa Cather’s description of  the short-grass prairie 

in My Ántonia as a tawny landscape where “scarcity of  detail...made detail 

seem so precious.” Like the narrator of  Cather’s novel, who visited a 

catalpa grove “as if  the trees were persons” because they had “to make 

such a hard fight to grow,” my eye and lens were drawn to a grove of  trees 

around a farmhouse on that Colorado plain and made their portrait.131 On 

the high plains, a clump of  trees on the horizon means a homestead, a line 

of  trees a sign of  water. Except along riverbanks and dry streambeds trees 

on the plains grow only where people plant and care for them. To break 

the wind and provide shade. To provide detail in this open land. ❂ 18

  I look for what I expect to see but am prepared to be surprised. 

Asking about details and patterns that puzzle me usually leads to related 

topics of  broader import. When, in Ireland, on the Isle of  Doaugh, I 

noticed new bungalows adjacent to abandoned and ruined stone cottag-

es and asked why, I learned that the government had given money to the 

unemployed to build a new cottage next to their old one. ❂ 13 I heard 

further stories about “poverty walls,” walls without function, built by the 

poor during the Famine of  the mid-nineteenth century in order to qualify 

for relief, a current practice in some areas where the unemployed must 

earn their support by building stone walls. Along steep-sided fjords in 

Norway, where it was hard to get beneath the surface of  scenic landscapes, 

I plotted a route up and over a divide between two fjords. The upland 

world was high, open, and spare; my map called it Nystølen. A cairn, a low 

sigNiFiCaNt Detail
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stone hut, a meadow at an elevation where scrubby trees ought to be, signs 

of  settlement. June snow lay in curvilinear patches, the hummocky ground 

of  brown tufted grasses a boggy sponge; water from melting snow and ice 

seeped and pooled. I heard water beneath the grass, water trickling where 

new green shoots glowed. Ice cap receding, life springing free at the edge, 

the summer solstice.

 Here, I sensed the origins of  the entire landscape: snow and ice 

had cut the valleys and shaped the terrain; they are the source of  wa-

terfalls whose sound is everywhere, whose force brings down rocks and 

earth and fills the fjords. I could feel the recent winter snow, lying heavily 

on the land and the more distant presence of  glacial ice, scouring and 

carving the mountains. I saw in the stone hut people’s response to place. 

Five years later, in Norway once again, I found out that nystølen means 

“new summer farm,” and that once there were thousands of  upland pas-

tures where women and girls lived from the time the ice melts in July 

until August, tending goats and cows, making butter and cheese while 

men in the lowland farms tilled the narrow shelf  of  land along the fjords. 

Such places, most now abandoned, were once the key to Norway’s farm 

economy: butter and cheese as cash crop, cut grass as source of  winter 

fodder. The are mythic borderlands between the domestic and the wild, 

alive with tales of  girls who slept alone on the meadow and were visited by 

elves and spirited away. Many Norwegian urbanites mistake this landscape 

for a fjeld (wild mountain country) and seek to protect it from grazing and 

cutting. Nystølen is domesticated territory.132

 Once I discern a pattern and identify cause and effect, I look for 

correlations. High up in the Basque Mountains of  Spain, I found a corre-

spondence among flowing water, weathered limestone, and ancient road. 

Water had dissolved the limestone; over thousands of  years, it created a 

sinkhole and a passage through the mountain from west to east: the San 

Adrian Tunnel. Romans built a road there. They plucked out rocks, cut 

and laid them to form an elevated path through the tunnel, across the 

rock-strewn, bowl-shaped meadow, up the slopes alongside a stream, and 
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on across the mountains, one segment of  a much longer route. The result 

is two patterns, overlain, and two orders, juxtaposed: the jumble of  jagged 

stones jutting out of  the earth, and the line of  cut stones, fashioned to 

serve human purpose, worn smooth by feet and hooves. The Roman road 

was a medieval trade route. For a thousand years pilgrims have followed it 

on their journey to Santiago de Compostela. It is The Way of  Saint James. 

❂ 11

 Patterns can be congruent and connected; they can be overlapping 

yet unrelated. In Glen Loy in the Scottish Highlands, I saw overlapping 

patterns of  encroachment, erosion, dispersion, exile, and plantation, and 

read stories, some linked, some independent. I saw in its U shape and its 

cirques, those bowl-shaped hollows high on the hill, the enormous sheet 

of  ice that filled that valley once, scouring and plucking out huge blocks 

of  rock as though they were pebbles. In long furrows of  newly planted 

seedlings, I saw the future forest. In a wall of  stacked stones, extending 

up a hill and over the ridge, I saw clansmen exiled by the 1747 Act of  

Proscription, “transported to any of  His Majesty’s plantations beyond the 

seas,” and crofters evicted from their homes by the Highland Clearances, 

which sent them “outcast on the world,” their small farms replaced by 

pastures for sheep whose wool was needed for English textile mills.133 In 

that highland glen – fields of  force, lines of  power, an opening closed. 

When, twenty years later, in Belfast and Londonderry, I looked at the 

murals glorifying murder, I remembered Glen Loy and the transplanting 

of  Protestant Scots to Catholic Ireland. The two landscapes linked, one 

violence spawning another. ❂ 9

 Once a pattern is recognized, having distinguished what details fit 

it and what does not, questions can be answered by more careful looking, 

asking, and reading. Seamus Heaney’s essays and poems were a primer to 

Ireland: from Belfast’s shrill polemical landscapes to whin, peat, lough, 

and strand in Inishowen. I sat by a peat fire one raw May evening reading 

“Whinlands” (lands of  gorse) and could see the whin, its short, spiky 

needles sprouting densely around each twiggy shoot, the yellow flowers 
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profuse against grey green “leaves.” My mind’s eye saw the whin as drifts 

on the hillsides, yellow bands that marked field boundaries “near stone 

ditches, over flintbed and battlefield” in Heaney’s last line.134 I felt the 

chill. I brought back from Ireland the Atlas of  the Irish Landscape and books 

on the political murals of  Belfast and Derry. 

 Georgia O’Keeffe came home from New Mexico in 1929 with 

a barrel of  bones. “What could I take with me of  the country to keep 

working on it?” “I...decided that the best thing I could do was to take 

with me a barrel of  bones.”135 She had been collecting animal pelvises, 

skulls, spines and ribs bleached by the sun, exposing the structure of  a 

beast, as the desert exposed the structure of  the earth. Back in New York, 

O’Keeffe painted those white bones magnified, in a blue sky against red 

hills. I bring back artifacts to invoke places. Instead of  bones, and in ad-

dition to books, maps, and journals, I brought back black cinders and 

volcanic sand from Iceland, red sand from Australia’s Red Centre, rocks 

with black and red desert varnish from the Arizona desert, beach stones 

from Skagen, grasses from the concentration camp at Bergen-Belsen, a 

rice seedling encased in plexiglass from the imperial rice fields at Ise, a 

bamboo tea whisk, its tines splayed out like the stems of  a bamboo grove. 

The whisk is related to landscape through the green of  the tea, a blend of  

tea powder and water, and the garden, a traditional setting for the tea cer-

emony. Most important, I bring back photographs, to reflect on landscape 

patterns and storylines of  people, place, and time.

 Rice is such a storyline. Rice, in Japan, is more than food. Every 

year, the emperor plants rice in the garden of  his palace in Tokyo. Rice 

is the offering at Ise, ancestral shrine of  the Shinto gods and Japanese 

emperor. Rice-straw ropes bind sacred trees and rocks. Rice has struc-

tured the landscape of  country and city, city blocks reflecting the shape 

and size of  the rice fields they replaced. Rice fields were the standard 

for the traditional Japanese measurement system, for the dimensions for 

house, room, and tatami mat (padded with rice-stalks). The rice fields of  

city, country, and Palace, the rice-straw ropes, the rice of  thanksgiving at 
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Ise, the bowl of  rice, tatami mat, room, house, and the block on which the 

house stands are related, parts of  a whole.136 On a visit to Ise, I missed 

the annual rice planting festival, but, that day in May, rectangular packs of  

six-inch seedlings were set down in the rice field’s shallow water, waiting 

to be planted. As I photographed, I saw the bright green bundles in brown 

water as islands in a sea, a microcosm of  Japan, like the stones at Rioanji, 

where fifteen rocks in five groups, each group surrounded by a flat collar 

of  green moss, rise up out of  a sea of  raked gravel. It is a distillation of  

Japan’s enduring landscape structure: mountain and sea, stone and water, 

with human settlement on the narrow band between. Ryoanji is at once 

microcosm and cosmos, like so many Japanese landscapes, a condensed 

landscape of  paradox.

 My camera found many telling details at Saiho-ji, the Moss Garden, 

a temple garden in Kyoto, designed for meditation. Visitors are required 

to attend a Buddhist ceremony before entering the garden. They sit for an 

hour on a tatami mat, trace with brush pen and ink the intricate, flowing 

characters of  a prayer, and listen to a monk’s melodic chant and the beat 

of  a drum. By the time I step into the garden my mind is receptive to what 

its stones, trees, and moss suggest. Once, my camera framed undulating 

moss that seemed to flow around the base of  a tree and over its roots, and 

I sensed a kinship between the moss, fluid and still, and the religion of  the 

Zen monks who cultivate the garden and meditate there. The image would 

seem to me later a metaphor for the Japanese landscape itself: prone to 

earthquakes that liquify lowland soils and send slopes sliding, paradox 

of  the culture’s embrace of  change and continuity. On another visit, my 

camera focused on a slender tree, its trunk centered in a circle of  moss, 

arising from the dark ground as from a primordial soup. Axis mundi. ❂ 32

 Humans understand and experience one thing in terms of  another: 

giving to the river a mouth, the mountain, a foot; associating ideas with 

landscapes and projecting stories onto the universe.137 The ancients 

found patterns in the stars and gave those constellations names suggest-

ed by myth, like the Greek Perseus, whose characters occupy adjacent 
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parts of  the sky: his horse, Pegasus; the sea monster, Cetus; Cepheus and 

Cassiopeia, king and queen; and their daughter, Andromeda, sacrificed by 

her father to appease the gods, chained to a seaside rock to be eaten by 

the sea monster. Perseus saved her. Naming is a means of  ordering and 

remembering through association. Looking down from a rocky headland 

one foggy morning, I saw a spiral of  sea foam created by waves, advanc-

ing and receding, and thought of  Andromeda, her white dress swirling in 

the sea, and Andromeda, the galaxy. Seen through a telescope Andromeda 

is a white spiral, the spiral a sign of  centrifugal or centripetal force and a 

basic type of  movement that links galaxies, waves, and myth. Metaphorical 

thinking is fundamental to human thinking and to discovery. Metaphors 

make connections. ❂ 8

 Photographers use metaphor to show what cannot be seen di-

rectly. Dorothea Lange focused on significant details: hand-sown bonnet, 

dress, and gloves, which spoke of  self  reliance and thrift (“Everything she 

has on her is made at home, including her apron, including her gloves, 

no J. C. Penny, everything. That’s still part of  a world.”); cars outside 

a church, which show prosperity (“cars new or relatively so and not all 

Fords”), porch of  a country store, a symbol of  the sharecropper system 

(“That store is where all business is done, where everything is transacted, 

where all loans are given, where they’re kept in hock forever. That store 

is everything.”).138 ❂ ❂ ❂ To portray “people in their relations to their 

institutions, to their fellow men, and to the land,” Lange extended these 

metaphors through pairs (each pair itself  a metaphor) and through series 

of  pairs on facing pages in An American Exodus and Death of  a Valley.139 

To convey “The Sense of  Place,” Joel Meyerowitz chose The Arch as em-

blematic of  St. Louis and light as an essential quality of  Cape Cod. In 

Atlanta, on a commission to photograph a bank’s new signature skyscrap-

er, he saw that building as “a bomb.” “[T]he cause of  silent devastation. It 

seemed...like a pebble thrown in a pond, whose ripples go out in all direc-

tions, roiling the equilibrium of  the surface. So too here, the shock waves 

rolled over communities, industry, open green land, the invisible fabric of  
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human desire.” His succession of  photographs shows the building, now 

peering over a new highway overpass, now in the distance against a fore-

ground of  a vacant lot with uprooted and shattered trees, juxtapositions 

of  the power of  capital to build and to destroy. ❂ A photographer seeks 

metaphor to hint at the deeper meaning beneath the surface.

 Hans Holbein’s sketch of  a marksman shows one eye closed, the 

other eye squinting, the sighting eye the darkest and most detailed part 

of  the drawing, the rest drawn lightly, roughly, as if  out of  focus. ❂ 

Treatment of  detail is more telling than skilled draftsmanship. The master 

uses a detail to lure the eye and to choreograph its movement, to point 

to meaning. The journeyman lavishes attention, instead, on the trivial or 

irrelevant or fails to discriminate and portrays everything with equal at-

tention. Details disclose meaning; they also reveal the artist. The formal 

details of  an artist’s style can identify whose paintings they are, when they 

were painted and where. At Marnas, I recognize the gardener’s mind in a 

silhouette of  branches: hawthorn hedge, briar rose reaching out, poplars 

with pruned poodle-tail tops inspired by the ones in Hobbema’s painting 

of  1689, “The Avenue at Middelharnis.” ❂ ❂ 41 Life imitating art. Sven-

Ingvar Andersson, the garden’s author, planted it in 1965 as a laboratory 

to explore the open plan as a paradox of  order and complexity, control 

and serendipity. How to establish a framework that accommodates change 

rather than a fixed composition that resists it? How to achieve a balance 

between stability, freedom, and growth?  Establish a structure and let the 

details evolve. Don’t overplan, leave room for the unexpected, for the briar 

rose left by the clippers to poke out of  the hedge, for the lilies to escape 

from cultivated bed to grass, for the branch released. Design and chance 

in dialogue. The garden a metaphor for planning human settlements.140

 When the architect Mies van der Rohe said “God is in the details,” 

he was not speaking merely of  crafting a building that would not fall down 

but of  details of  composition and construction as representing ideas and 

ideals. Details of  material and form in the homes Frank Lloyd Wright 

built for himself  in Wisconsin and Arizona express his ideas about nature. 
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Wright believed that architecture – of  buildings and landscapes – could 

become “natural” if  designed according to principles derived from nature 

and that such architecture would express the unity of  nature and human-

ity. The aim of  his art was “truly no less than the creation of  man as a 

perfect ‘flower of  Nature.’”141 In his two homes, both named Taliesin, 

Wright brought out the inner nature of  place in keeping with his idea 

of  man as a perfect flower of  nature, the two Taliesins structured by 

common principles but taking different shape, each in dialogue with its 

own context.142 At Taliesin North, Wright laid the tawny limestone of  

southwestern Wisconsin in horizontal layers like the ledges from which it 

was quarried; at Taliesin West, he took boulders from the base of  nearby 

mountains and set them in a matrix of  concrete to form the walls of  plat-

forms and structures. The boulders float in this matrix, as if  tumbled. 

Wright said, “Here in Arizona, one is much closer to the cataclysm.” The 

walls project this quality of  cataclysm. At Taliesin West, Wright abstract-

ed and echoed the formal structure of  landscape, the angles of  mountain 

peaks and talus at the base of  nearby hills, and applied that triangular 

geometry to forms of  house and garden. For many great architects, an 

important detail is the seed from which an entire building or landscape 

design germinates, first, the kernel of  an idea and, then, its embodiment. 

For Glenn Murcutt, the Australian architect, the need to gather rain as the 

sole source of  water for his client’s vacation home in Binjie inspired him 

to imagine the roof  and downspouts as an expression of  that collecting, 

and the details of  the building’s design materialized. For the master de-

signer, certain details matter.

 Many students in my photography class, “Sensing Place,” are de-

signers in the making: architects, landscape architects, and urban plan-

ners. For them, a significant detail can be a bridge between understanding 

a place and creating a new building or park or a plan for the future. But, 

first, they must discern and define that detail and grasp the larger pattern 

to which it alludes; photography focuses their seeing. They search for 

something that can stand for a place itself, an essential quality or attribute 
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(a metonymy) or a part of  the larger whole (a synecdoche). Like Dorothea 

Lange and Joel Meyerowitz, they point, through such metaphors, to an 

entire system or community, a trend or an idea. It may be a common 

feature (a material, like brick, or a house type, like the Boston triple-deck-

er). It may be an anomaly (a broken iPod strapped to a lamp post). It may 

be a surprising juxtaposition (a newly constructed public walkway thread-

ed through a gritty industrial district). Like Lange, the photographers look 

at a house and “don’t have to see the people. You’re looking right into 

their minds.”143 In East Cambridge, they see in doorbells (one per house 

or many) and artifacts on porches (religious icons and garden trolls versus 

Adirondack chairs and dried flower arrangements) signs of  two popula-

tions in a changing neighborhood. In Boston’s Chinatown and North End, 

they see in the chairs on a sidewalk, their number and arrangement, the 

patterns of  social life. To read the stories these significant details tell, they 

study figures of  speech, as expressed in landscape, and search for further 

examples in their site. They perceive paradox, either antithesis (the juxta-

position of  opposites in a parallel composition) or oxymoron (the union 

of  opposites in a single feature). They detect anachronism (something out 

of  time) and anachorism (something out of  place). Looking for examples 

of  address (a statement or appeal), they are surprised by the many messag-

es broadcast by their surroundings.144 The place comes alive with meaning.

 To put significant details into the context of  a story is to make 

sense of  that meaning. The first task is to identify significant features, 

then to find a pattern to which they belong and to discover a narrative 

that explains the connections among them. To recognize a pattern in one 

place is to search for it in others, to look for similar stories and, perhaps, 

to develop and test a theory. Photography is a means to discover patterns, 

to document them, to compare them across environments and cultures. In 

this quest for meaning, the camera is an aid to memory and imagination.
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 Seamus Heaney compares a poet to a diviner who perceives some-

thing that to others is concealed, the poet’s “gift” to be “in touch with 

what is there, hidden and real...mediating between the latent resource and 

the community that wants it current and released.”145 A photographer, 

too, can be a diviner of  things “hidden and real.”

 The camera is my diviner’s rod. I feel a tug, pause, scan, and move 

toward the place where the signal is most clear.146 As I look through the 

viewfinder, the camera channels and brings into focus what I feel, see, and 

want to know. I aim to see things fresh, ranging broadly, homing in.  I try 

not to impose a topic or a composition, seeking a subject that emerges 

from the place and its patterns of  coincidences and anomalies. But, some-

times, what is on my mind influences what I see, and I search to fill in a 

pattern, tell a story, test an idea. Once I perceive patterns of  context and 

significant details, I try to find a place to stand, to photograph where pat-

terns can be brought together within a frame and with appropriate light. 

The act of  selecting and framing a view can illuminate what I otherwise 

might miss. Moving up and down and around alters my perspective, sepa-

rates things, brings them together, shifts emphasis. The frame’s horizontal 

and vertical lines makes the landscape’s geometry tangible: repose where 

the horizontal dominates, tension where diagonals predominate or work 

against the horizontal, as in the slant of  wind-driven waves on the sea and 

“What is There, hidden and real”
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along the shore, or in trees leaning away from the wind on an open plain. 

Framing an image, I place the threshold and shape the view. Looking at 

the corners of  the frame and deciding what to place there can introduce 

new actors and disclose surprising relationships. I shift the frame, and 

bring them into play.

 Subject and story emerge, insisting on refinement in point of  

view (frontal or oblique, intimate or distant, monumental or diminutive), 

in mood (mysterious or straight forward, whimsical or grave, ironic or 

earnest). They suggest what to highlight and what to play down, where 

to place emphasis (through placement, repetition, contrast), and where 

and how to draw the eye through composition (centered or off  center, 

symmetrical or asymmetrical), rhythm, and proportion. Calculating time 

of  exposure, I am conscious of  light, my stance in relation to its source 

(behind, ahead, to the side), and of  highlights and shadows and the gra-

dient of  tones between. Light and the sensitivity of  film or digital sensor 

impose limits; in low light only points on a single plane will be in focus, 

demanding precision and a decision about subject and significance. I focus 

the lens, set shutter’s aperture and speed, determining what should be 

sharp, what blurred, what brightly lit, what in deep shadow. Pressing the 

shutter captures a vivid image as memory. Things I saw but did not photo-

graph, even images I framed and focused but did not press the shutter to 

capture remain blurry impressions. After a few hours of  focused looking 

and seeing, details stream before my eyes like the afterimage after staring 

at a bright light. The effect lasts for hours, then gradually diminishes. A, 

but at night the details signify my dreams.

  Many photographers describe their best work as the product of  

a feeling of  connection. Paul Caponigro wrote that “boundaries of  sepa-

rate objects lifted and opened, the land seemed charged with potent force 

and magic, alive and moving.”147 Photography is a way “if  only for brief  

moments, to sense the thread which holds all things together. The world, 

the unity of  force and movement, could be seen in nature – in a face, a 

stone, or a patch of  sunlight...the photograph the meeting place.”148
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 Basho, the great Japanese poet and a Buddhist monk, advised his 

followers to “learn from the pine” by becoming one with the pine and 

by plunging “deep enough into the object to see something like a hidden 

glimmering there.”149 Photographers who become one with their subject 

may find that “hidden glimmering” and give the inanimate an animate 

presence. In Wright Morris’s photographs “the object stands there, in-

eluctably, irreducibly visible”: an eroded gully; the seat of  a wood swing; 

a chair, a seat cracked and worn by many sittings; a bed glimpsed through 

a doorway; a house with weathered clapboards.150  ❂ In his epigraph to 

The Home Place, Morris cites Henry James’s “superstition that objects and 

places, coherently grouped, disposed for human use and addressed to it, 

must have a sense of  their own, a mystic meaning to give out.”151

 I am drawn to photograph a landscape as if  it were a person: to 

capture its distinctive spirit, reveal its history, and show the contexts that 

shape it. Like Dorothea Lange, “I don’t know...where the human leaves 

off  and the inhuman begins.” “This sharp division between what is human 

and what is not human, I don’t quite understand....If   I’m dealing with a 

tree, or with a human being, it is an interpretation...of  the world I live 

in.”152 I look for light that activates the sense of  touch by emphasiz-

ing texture. I let a small detail fill the frame to become larger than life 

to create a “brimming frame,” as Eudora Welty put it.153 Sometimes, I 

compose an image so no one can tell how big or small it is, my purpose 

to convey patterns that connect scales of  space and time. I try to portray 

a tree or a hill or a wall as animate, because each shapes human lives even 

as it is shaped by human imagination and human use.

 To print a photograph is a form of  divining, the computer’s mouse 

and cursor the diviner’s rod. Months or years after I made a photograph, 

an image on my screen evokes the earlier moment of  seeing. Does the 

image fit the memory? Is the light, the color, true to the experience? I try 

to feel once more the life of  the subject and to bring it forth. Because the 

printed image is flatter than the experience,  I search for depth of  space, 

time, and meaning. To open space into three dimensions and to animate 
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the subject, I increase contrast, separating edges from their context, 

freeing them. Sometimes, I enhance the perception of  depth by desaturat-

ing colors of  the distant landscape and by adding saturation to the fore-

ground: atmospheric perspective, a device used by painters that mimics 

the real effect of  the atmosphere, where distant objects appear hazier. 

I may sharpen significant detail to lend it focus, revisit composition to 

decide whether and where to crop to eliminate extraneous detail, to draw 

attention, to refine. The photograph records both a seeing and a response. 

Paul Caponigro says the experience of  printing is a “journey through a 

landscape of  reflection, of  introspection.”154 It is for me.

 To sort, select, group, and sequence photographs is a form of  di-

vining. I leaf  through my photographs until I feel an image tug at me, and 

put it aside for further study. To edit is to stand again in a landscape, to 

follow earlier movements and pauses (each photo a pause). Comparing 

versions of  the same scene compels judgement and shows how subtle 

shifts in position and emphasis tell different stories. Comparing photo-

graphs – many miles, years, or lives apart – shows how landscapes play 

out their themes in particular ways, each a peculiar record of  natural and 

human history, but it also helps me discern common patterns in the physi-

cal, biological, and cultural processes that shape all landscapes. Searching 

for such associations and correspondences, I sift through photographs 

to draw out shape and structure of  implicit ideas, arranging images in 

pairs and sequences, searching for pattern.155 My work on the language of  

landscape began this way many years ago. Twelve photographs selected 

from thousands, in six sequenced pairs, were a starting point.156 Gradually, 

through these and many other juxtapositions, patterns emerged. Each 

image a thought, each pair an idea, each series or sequence an argument.

 The pen, too, is a divining rod, in the field, and later, when I jot 

down words from a photograph to draw out ideas embedded there, seeking 

to compose a caption more deliberately, in texts encompassing the pairs 

and the series as a whole. I sometimes write captions in haiku because the 

kind of  thinking the haiku form requires is kindred to the photographs. 
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A haiku is a condensed image, a sketch of  a phenomenon or event; it cap-

tures a moment. Seventeen syllables, arranged in three lines of  5/7/5, are 

the frame. And because haiku captions are suggestive not definitive, clues 

to what is there (Mount Aso, Japan: leaves flame in dark ash, volcanic 

dust fanned by wind – cinder, Ring of  Fire. Massachusetts Bay: Earth’s 

shadow rising, blue into rose, tide turning – October twilight.). ❂ 6 ❂ 3 

Seasonal reference in haiku underlines the sensual and reinforces the par-

ticular. The break – an arresting word, a punctuated pause that divides and 

bridges ideas – leads to sudden perception, combines the material and the 

mental, the disparate and the paradoxical. 157 Like decisions on where to 

stand, where to aim the camera and focus the lens, writing within a poetic 

form demands a precision that may bring understanding.

 Narrative finds paths through the images’ territory. One path my 

pen charted through paired photographs of  Scotland, Avebury, and Frank 

Lloyd Wright’s Taliesin, among others, by 1988, was “The Poetics of  City 

and Nature,” an aesthetic rooted in the normal processes of  nature and of  

living, linking function, feeling, and meaning.158 Central to this theory was 

the idea of  dialogue between people and place and that of  storylines con-

necting a place with all who dwell within it. Words, too, are images, dis-

closing what I have failed to see or understand. Poetics is more than aes-

thetics; it implies meaning and, thus, language. I realized that the poetics 

I sought to define applies to all landscapes, not urban alone, and demands 

description and codification of  a language. The word story (and narrative, 

dialogue, and storyteller) raised further questions. If  there are stories in 

landscape, how are they told if  not through a form of  language?

 With such questions in mind and camera in hand, I found answers 

in the landscape of  Australia, especially the desert at its heart, the Red 

Centre, where natural and human history meet in Aboriginal songlines 

and sacred places. To Aboriginals, the Red Centre is a complex, highly 

ordered territory of  sand hills, depressions, water holes, and rocky out-

crops, each related to water, plants, animals, and myth. Traditionally, bands 

of  Aboriginals moved within this domain along songlines, paths defined 
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by inherited song. ❂ 27 ❂ 28 What I saw in Australia sent me back to 

my archive of  photographs, to those of  Stourhead (a landscape garden in 

England I had photographed the year before) to draw out the parallels: 

overlap of  path and storyline; marking of  territory, boundaries, and gate-

ways; recognition of  refuge; significance of  source and sign. What I saw 

prompted the distinction between the “deep structure” of  a place, a func-

tion of  climate and geological history, and the surface structure, a more 

ephemeral context that includes human settlements. The following year, 

in a house and grove of  trees on Colorado’s High Plains (the grove an 

anomaly in that open, arid, short-grass prairie), I found  a unified expres-

sion of  that landscape’s deep and surface structure.  ❂ 18   Ultimately, the 

logic of  the photographs – singly, and arranged in pairs and sequences – 

and the writing that came from them and informed them led to a broader 

theory of  a language of  landscape. I became convinced that landscape is 

more than a text to be read. It is a place where landscape stories are told 

through the shaping of  human settlements.159

 In Steps to an Ecology of  Mind, Gregory Bateson distinguishes 

between “working hypotheses” and hypotheses derived from fundamen-

tal principles. He stresses the importance, in research, of  thinking and 

arguing “inductively from data to hypotheses” and also deductively, “to 

test hypotheses against knowledge derived by deduction from the funda-

mentals of  science or philosophy.” One must start, he says, from “two 

beginnings, each of  which has its own authority: the observations cannot 

be denied and the fundamentals must be fitted.”160 When I was trying to 

describe and define a language of  landscape, I worked from observations, 

recorded in photographs and field notes, to hypotheses, on the one hand, 

and, on the other, from the fit of  my hypotheses with basic principles of  

language and design. If  landscape is a form of  language it must have ele-

ments (equivalents of  parts of  speech), grammar (rules governing how el-

ements are combined), and forms of  rhetoric and metaphor. If  landscape 

is a language of  design, it must serve and promote the pragmatics of  design 

(choosing site and materials, composing shape and structure, fulfilling 
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function, expressing meaning). Photography is a medium of  both induc-

tive and deductive reasoning. I shift back and forth in the same place and 

time between them both. Aided by the camera, my eye gathers and inter-

prets evidence with and without preconception, seeking to remain alert for 

the unexpected while searching for what confirms or challenges theory. 

Photography became, for me, a form of  inquiry, my seeing more intense, 

my photographs more focused, the camera an instrument of  discovery 

and expression across biomes and cultures. From Asia and Australia to 

Europe and North America, elements of  landscape language told stories 

of  individuals and groups. On my first trip to Japan in 1990, landscape 

language reframed the way I saw. My eye was drawn to paths, boundaries, 

and gateways, to nested enclosures in everyday and sacred precincts, and 

to their progression from public to private, profane to sacred. I was aware 

of  stepping across boundaries from one domain into another. Gates are 

prominent in the Japanese landscape, as are bridges, channels, walls, and 

fences, modified by the deep structure of  mountain and sea, river and 

forest and the cultural context of  Shintoism and Buddhism. I went back 

to my photographs of  The Ridgeway and found one I had passed over. 

The Ridgeway’s route along the crest of  the downs on a road people 

and animals have traveled for at least 5,000 years is reputedly the oldest 

highway in Britain. In the sweeping curves of  cloud and road I saw that 

movement is a fundamental process, the path a basic pattern. Sky, earth 

correspond – cloud’s path and ancient track, a mirrored flowing. ❂ 17

 Robert Frost describes “The Figure a Poem Makes” (it might as 

well be titled “the figure a photograph makes”). “It begins in delight and 

ends in wisdom....it assumes direction with the first line laid down, it runs 

a course of  lucky events, and ends in a clarification of  life – not neces-

sarily a great clarification, such as sects and cults are founded on, but in a 

momentary stay against confusion.” For Frost “the initial delight is in the 

surprise of  remembering something” he “didn’t know he knew....and the 

rest follows,” as if  “like giants we are always hurling experience ahead of  

us to pave the future with against the day when we may want to strike a 
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line of  purpose across it.” “But,” Frost notes, “the logic is backward, in 

retrospect, after the act.” My camera has hurled experience ahead of  me 

in the form of  photographs that record experience, embody ideas, often 

“something I didn’t know I knew,” and that chart a path to be divined 

later on.161 Photography is to seeing what poetry is to writing: a concen-

trated way of  thinking, a condensed telling, a disciplined practice that may 

produce insight.

 I disagree with Seamus Heaney when he says the craft of  divining 

cannot be taught. I learned it myself  by reading others’ images and by lis-

tening to their words, and I teach it, too. I ask students to choose a place, 

to photograph its light and significant detail, and to tell its story in an 

essay of  photographs and words. Most begin their photo essay by decid-

ing on the story, and only then choose images to illustrate it: a deductive, 

top-down approach. Usually, the photographs they have taken all semester 

do not fully tell the chosen story. Dismayed, they announce that they will 

take more photographs to fill the gaps. Not necessarily, I say, assemble 

your photographs, and we begin the process of  divining their stories and 

ideas. I sort through each student’s photographs and select out those that 

evoke a strong response in me: ones that are well composed and imbued 

with feeling and idea. Have I left out any you consider your “best,” I ask, 

or any that must be in the story? We put those back and sort the images 

into groups with a common theme; I am hunting for pairs or groups that 

seem to speak to one another. We note how perception changes with dif-

ferent context and different order. We troll through the discarded photo-

graphs, looking for correspondences and associations and find new rela-

tionships. Gradually, a story emerges; an idea not yet expressed in words 

but one they recognize as their own. For most students, this is a revela-

tion. Working from information to idea is new to them. The narrative they 

find is usually a far more intriguing story than the one they had planned to 

tell. Sometimes it is not the story I saw. They saw their story, their idea.

 Ideas are there, hidden and real, to be discovered. To capture them 

in photographs and tap them in words, is to make sense of  them, to 
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mediate “between the latent resource and the community that wants it 

current and released.”162 Their photographs, like mine are messages, the 

self  recording a dialogue of  what landscapes have said and our response, 

in a language of  landscape we had to learn.
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 To see is the root of  idea, linguistically and literally: the word idea 

comes from the Greek Ιδειν, to see; in English, to see is a also a synonym 

for “to understand.”163 Words, in their origins and meanings, disclose the 

synergy among seeing, thinking, and knowing. Vision is not sight alone, 

but also a vivid mental concept, to conceive of  “something not actually 

present to the eye,” to envision how things might be. Image, from the 

Latin imāgo, meaning imitation, appearance, thought, or idea, is the root 

of  imagination and another word for metaphor: image and idea united. To 

speculate, from the Latin speculārī, to watch or observe, is to theorize, and 

the word theory itself  comes from the Greek θεωρία, a sight or spectacle 

and a theory.164 Implicit in this etymology is the belief  that the world is 

the source of  ideas to be drawn out through visual perception in a dia-

logue between self  and surroundings.

 But the “doors of  perception” are often closed, and the steps 

between threshold and passage are rarely easy. Aldous Huxley, who took 

mescalin expecting inner visions so he might study human consciousness, 

was “thunderstruck” by what he saw in the outer world, by its richness, 

the ordinarily unseen, and the evidence his undrugged mind had deleted. 

Perhaps he did hallucinate, but others – certain painters, photographers, 

and poets – have testified to seeing, without the aid of  drugs, what Huxley 

saw. The artist’s task is to open wide the doors of  perception to sense 

The eye is a Door
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the world as infinite and continuous, to capture an image that conveys 

meaning and promotes understanding. The scientist’s task is to observe 

and test, alert to any evidence that challenges or confirms a theory or sug-

gests a new one. To artists and scientists as to Huxley, the eye is a door. 

Huxley reflects on the insights the sense of  sight affords: awareness of  

things in themselves, their being and becoming, a shift from perception of  

discrete things to their correlations, to self-transcendence and empathy, 

to a sacramental vision of  reality.165 Language, Huxley concludes, trans-

mits knowledge but can close “the doors of  perception” by substitut-

ing symbols for what the symbols represent, imposing “symbol systems” 

between the senses and the world.

 A word can, indeed, shut the doors. Take the word nature, which 

Raymond Williams called “perhaps the most complex word in the lan-

guage.”166 “In English, as in French and Latin, nature originally described a 

quality – the essential or given character of  something – then later became 

an independent noun,” the abstract singular disguising the multiplicity 

of  meanings. Williams identified two additional areas of  meaning: “the 

inherent force which directs either the world or human beings or both” 

and “the material world itself, taken as including or not including human 

beings.”167 Nature is an abstraction, a set of  ideas for which many cultures 

have no one name, “a singular name for the real multiplicity of  things and 

living processes.”168 The singular quality of  the word masks this multiplic-

ity and implies a single definition. When I ask my students for their own 

definition of  nature, their answers diverge strikingly: trees and rivers, but 

not humans or anything made by humans; a place where one cannot see the 

hand of  humans, a place to be alone; the processes that create and sustain 

life and the universe; an idea with no meaning or existence outside human 

consciousness. The meaning of  “Nature” that one accepts influences and 

limits how one thinks about the world. One who assumes that the city 

has destroyed or displaced “Nature” is not likely to observe the effects 

of  the natural processes that continue to shape the urban landscape. One 

who believes that humans are not part of  “Nature” may fail to recognize 
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certain “wild” places as products of  human design and may be blind to 

the possibility of  the sublime in everyday human landscapes.169 To Huxley, 

language “bedevils” a sense of  reality; one “is all too apt to take his con-

cepts for data, his words for actual things.” The critical thinker preserves 

and refines the capacity to look at the world directly, with few preconcep-

tions. Still, language is necessary, and an active and critical eye can open 

the door preconception has shut. Huxley acknowledges that language is 

a means for systematic reasoning and “gives access to the accumulated 

records of  other people’s experience.”170 The search for the precise word 

to convey a distinction one sees can clarify thought. Knowing the origin 

of  a word can open up meaning.

 “Words themselves are doors,” so Seamus Heaney writes and 

Huxley’s verbal eloquence testifies.171 The Danish landskab is such a door; 

in its roots I discern its meaning: land as earth, territory, and nation, skabe 

as the verb to shape, -skab as association or partnership. I recognize the 

mistake of  English dictionaries to which landscape is “an expanse of  

natural scenery seen in one view,” a definition that ignores the word’s 

Old English origins, akin to the Danish, and am led to search for that 

Old English word, landscipe.172 Landscape, then, is more than scenery, 

more than an attractive picture; landscape, as a word and as a concept, 

leads one to read the partnership between people and place whose mutual 

history is told through river and city, valley and town, rock and wall, the 

physical embodiment of  that history.173 There are whole histories in a 

word. To rename the features of  a conquered landscape, as the English 

did in Ireland (Burnfoot for Bun na hAbhann, Kings Head for Cnoc na Ri, 

Whiteplains for Machaire Ban) is an attempt to sever the conquered from 

their history.174 Without the place name to prompt the original meaning 

or the story of  an event, memory may fade. To lose a language is to lose 

more than words; it is to lose both memory and meaning. John Montague, 

in his poem about the decline of  Gaelic, mourns “The whole landscape a 

manuscript/We had lost the skill to read.”175

 Photographs, too, are doors. To photograph mindfully is to look 
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and think, to open a door between what can be seen directly and what is 

hidden. A photographer frames a view, bringing certain features into dia-

logue, excluding others, an act of  framing that may create a threshold, 

as Galen Rowell’s photograph of  the earth’s shadow did for me.176 Most 

photographs, however, are not so mindful. They are windows not doors; 

they provide a view of  scenery, a portrait of  a person or group, or the 

record of  an event, but afford no passage to transformed understand-

ing of  place, people, psyche, culture, or history. Windows may be refash-

ioned into doors, as Susan Meiselas did when she gathered hundreds of  

snapshots of  Kurdish people and scenes from the 1880 to the 1990s and 

framed them in a new context of  words and images, including her own 

photographs, to create a history of  the Kurds. The result, Kurdistan: In the 

Shadow of  History, is a doorway into the culture and memories of  a dis-

persed people.177

 When I told a historian of  science that I was writing a book about 

seeing as a way of  knowing and photography as a medium of  thought, he 

scoffed, “How old fashioned.” To me, visual thinking is the opposite of  

old-fashioned; it is timeless. I learned this from personal experience and 

also from the accounts of  others, both recent and long past, from James 

Watson who describes how he and Francis Crick discovered the structure 

of  DNA, the “secret of  life,” for which, in 1962, they received a Nobel 

Prize. The two men had been working with a physical model, but it took 

their colleague Rosalind Franklin’s X-ray diffraction photograph of  DNA 

(shown to Watson and Crick without her permission) to provide the key 

to discovery of  DNA’s helical structure. “The instant I saw the picture 

my mouth fell open and my pulse began to race,” Watson wrote.178 In 

that image of  a double helix, Watson and Crick saw how to revise and 

reconstruct their own model. Her photograph was a doorway. In 2008, 

Osamu Shimomura, Martin Chalfie, and Roger Tsien won the Nobel Prize 

in chemistry “for the discovery and development of  the green fluorescent 

protein” that permits researchers “to watch processes that were previ-

ously invisible, such as the development of  nerve cells in the brain or how 
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cancer cells spread.”179 Recent examples of  photography as experimental 

medium and photographs as evidence in scientific debate are successors 

to Eadweard Muybridge’s studies of  motion and A. M. Worthington’s of  

splashes more than a century before.

 Why, then, did my colleague, the historian of  science, consider 

seeing-as-a-way-of-knowing “old fashioned?” Perhaps because certain 

historians in recent decades have challenged scientists’ faith in the neutral 

observer. Or maybe he was thinking of  scientists of  the past who be-

lieved that the camera captured objective truth and who classified phe-

nomena by visual attributes alone (by patterns of  shape, structure, color, 

and texture), the sense of  sight their principal means of  observation, 

their errors exposed later by non-visual measures.180 The eye can deceive 

and seeing is not always believing, but the critical observer takes this into 

account. “To maintain the state of  doubt and to carry on systematic and 

protracted inquiry – these are the essentials of  thinking,” John Dewey 

cautions.181 Or perhaps the historian’s skepticism about seeing stems from 

that old prejudice that words are the sole vehicle of  rational thought, a 

fallacy whose ancient roots Rudolf  Arnheim traces in Visual Thinking. Or 

maybe the disparagement reflects one side of  the long-standing debates 

about where ideas come from: solely an invention of  the human mind, or 

present in the world and waiting to be discovered, revealed, or created in a 

meeting of  mind and world? For those who believe the latter, acute visual 

thinking is a crucial skill.

 Ironically, advancements in radiological imaging and other diag-

nostic medical tests have been accompanied by the decline of  physicians’ 

abilities to examine a patient through sight and through touch, sound, 

and smell. Less adept at and perhaps less trusting of  physical diagno-

sis, doctors order tests to confirm or rule out a symptom’s cause, but the 

tests may pose a risk to the patient and cannot be performed on every-

one. Some medical schools have incorporated the study of  art to improve 

students’ skill in visual thinking. In “Training the Eye: Improving the 

Art of  Physical Diagnosis,” a course at Harvard Medical School, students 
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study paintings and sculpture at the Boston Museum of  Fine Arts. Great 

works of  art, no matter how complex, are composed to convey meaning. 

Studying such master works is an ideal way to train the critical eye to see 

the world at large, in its competing orders and far greater complexity. The 

medical students learn to discern patterns of  form and color and how to 

transfer that skill to observing and describing patterns of  patients’ com-

plexion, posture, and gait. After nine sessions, they are significantly more 

adept in physical diagnosis than those who do not enroll.182 To diagnose, 

they must see.

 Landscapes, like people, can be stressed. Environmental diagno-

sis is to recognize signs of  poor health (plants or animals dying from 

too much or too little water or nutrients, neglect, toxicity) and hazards 

to human life (quaking or slumping ground, flooding). It is also to rec-

ognize signs of  vitality, to discern the successful as well as the dysfunc-

tional, to distinguish causes from symptoms, and to develop appropri-

ate treatment. Boston’s Dudley Street neighborhood, in the 1980s, once 

fully occupied by homes and stores, by 1985 was one of  the city’s poorest 

neighborhoods, with 40 percent of  the land abandoned. Plans to rebuild 

were underway, but the diagnosis was mistaken, and the plans for treat-

ment flawed. Planners and residents alike believed that the large tracts of  

vacant land stemmed solely from disinvestment and arson. They missed 

the pattern of  abandonment – many square blocks of  vacant land in the 

valley bottom and few vacancies on hillsides and hilltops. They failed to 

recognize the root cause, groundwater movement in a buried floodplain. 

The clues were there to be read: building foundations cracked by shift-

ing ground, depressions where water collected after rain, a street named 

Brook Avenue. Historical maps confirmed a connection between vacant 

land and a former stream, buried in a sewer a century before. Absentee 

owners had built rental apartments on the buried floodplain in the 1890s, 

and within twenty years vacant lots began to appear there, the result of  

high groundwater, soggy soil, and poor maintenance. Failing to read those 

stories and thus to distinguish cause and effect, the planners proposed to 
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build houses for first-time homeowners in the valley bottom, where they 

would suffer flooded basements and worse. Visual illiteracy can be dan-

gerous, the costs measured in ill health and the loss of  life and livelihood, 

and it can conceal potential solutions.

 Recognizing pattern and its causes can avoid catastrophe and open 

up possibilities, in the case of  buried rivers and vacant land, possibili-

ties for rebuilding neighborhoods while restoring regional water quality. 

Boston Harbor, in the 1980s, was highly polluted by combined sewer 

overflows after heavy rains, when storm water mixed with sanitary sewage 

overwhelmed the capacity of  sewage treatment plants and flowed directly 

into river and harbor. Landscaped parks and playgrounds on the buried 

floodplain could be designed to detain the storm water above ground in 

order to prevent sewer overflows. This was not a radical approach, but 

an application of  well-accepted watershed-planning practice to an ultra 

urban watershed. Boston rejected the idea, but Philadelphia has adopted 

it. The same correlation between vacant land and buried floodplain exists 

in low-income inner-city neighborhoods across the US, including  neigh-

borhoods like Mill Creek in West Philadelphia, known locally as “The 

Bottom,” at “the bottom,” economically and socially, as well as topo-

graphically. By using low-lying open land to detain storm water and reduce 

combined sewer overflows, Philadelphia plans to rebuild neighborhoods 

and stands to save billions of  dollars.183 To see a place in terms the pro-

cesses that produce them is to read past and future in the present, to dis-

tinguish artifacts from portents, and to plan the future wisely.

 The sense of  sight and the capacity for thought are innate, but 

skilled visual thinking is learned. I had to learn it myself  by reading others’ 

images and by listening to their words, but, primarily, through the prac-

tice of  looking, drawing, photographing, seeking and studying pattern, 

selecting images and arranging them in series and sequences. I learn it 

through teaching, too. “Students are now more visually literate than ever 

before,” some teachers report. That is not my experience. They may have 

grown up barraged by visual imagery, but by images of  entertainment 
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and persuasion, not as critical thinking. Decades after Howard Gardner’s 

Project Zero documented the diverse forms of  thought and intelligence, 

the visual among them, American schools still do little to serve or develop 

visual thinkers.184 Few art classes in primary and secondary schools, if  

they have survived budget cuts, consider the visual as a mode of  reason-

ing. Students snap photos often without looking. One student described 

the difference between how she used to look and now sees as an absence 

of  thought and active questioning: “When I would look at a street there 

was no mental process happening. I wasn’t asking why or how it got to be 

that way.”

 In one course I teach “The Once and Future City,” the city is the 

primary text, each student choosing a small site to explore within that 

larger entity. They look for patterns and for anomalies and for the pro-

cesses to account for both; they search for evidence of  past and ongoing 

natural processes, finding signs of  former shorelines in the structure of  

streets, of  water flow around foundations of  subsiding buildings, of   pre-

vailing wind in the structure of  tree branches. They are astonished to 

learn that many sites in Boston and Cambridge were once under water. 

They compare historical maps, tracking changes in streets, buildings, land 

use, and ownership over Boston’s 300 years, and try to explain what pro-

cesses have shaped these changes. They interpret their observations and 

test their conclusions against books by other authors.185 They try to dis-

tinguish the significant from the trivial and look for clues to potential 

trends from which to predict. They draw field maps to record patterns 

and make photographs of  significant details and write to understand and 

to communicate what they found. Experts, in the end, on their small part 

of  the city, they marshal their observations as evidence of  neighborhood 

change and the reasons why. Most important is the quality of  reason-

ing that led there, the evidence and its strength to support a hypothesis. 

Students’ websites present their findings to others, required reading for 

the entire class. From collective experience, they derive a set of  principles 

for how cities develop. When ideas become real, they find a door and pass 
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through.186

 Opening the door is a struggle. “There’s no nature on my site,” 

one student complained. His definition of  “nature” shut his eyes to rain-

water flowing across pavement; wind blowing, in blasts in some places, 

lulled in others; sun shining on warm south-facing walls; iron corrod-

ing, stone eroding. “The maps show no changes on my site,” protested 

another, staring blankly at maps of  successive historical periods. She had 

not spotted subtle changes because she assumed that her site, as a his-

toric neighborhood, had been preserved and frozen in time. Some see too 

little, others too much, overwhelmed by a flood of  perceptions, unable to 

distinguish the most significant from the tangential. In the end, they see. 

“Everywhere I go, I see patterns and processes,” wrote one physics major. 

“As a physics major I have developed intuition in describing phenomena 

in terms of  equations and in interpreting equations into physical figures. 

I never before realized that those skills also require visual thinking.”

 Children can learn to read their home environment. In the late 

1990s, my students taught at a West Philadelphia middle school in “The 

Bottom,” then one of  the city’s poorest neighborhoods, with a population 

virtually all African American. They led a workshop of  eighth-graders 

(12-13 year olds) in an investigation of  their neighborhood using primary 

documents, such as maps, photographs, plans, and newspaper accounts 

to trace successive changes, from the pre-Colonial period to the present. 

The students broke big questions up into smaller ones, and the children 

learned to look, to observe, to develop a hypothesis, and then to test it 

with evidence, searching for significant detail to read the place where they 

lived. Teachers noticed their students’ new skills of  observation and rea-

soning. John Dewey and others have argued that students must first un-

derstand their own environment in order to grasp “the larger geographical 

scene to which they belong,” but they need also to comprehend that larger 

context to understand fully the dimensions of  their own neighborhood.187 

It means going beyond gathering of  facts to understand the neighbor-

hood’s history. Many children had believed that poor conditions of  “The 
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Bottom” had always existed, could never be changed. When they discov-

ered the past in the present, they could imagine a future. Hope became 

possible. Freed from myth, they could imagine alternative futures and 

ideas for bringing them about.188 To see can be liberating.

 When Claude Monet and his fellow Impressionists took as their 

authority the landscape in the open air, they freed themselves from the 

orthodox perspective of  the salon. James Hutton, an eighteenth-century 

farmer and naturalist, who studied the landscape of  Scotland, detected 

phenomena that overturned accepted truths and shocked his contempo-

raries. He saw in the landscape ongoing processes that explained its geo-

logical history; his drawings of  rock layers recorded direct observations 

of  its anomalies, its “unconformities.” His authority was not the Bible or 

other written texts, but the earth itself. His eye was both critical and cre-

ative. His Theory of  the Earth, which became the foundation of  modern 

geology, inspired Charles Lyell’s The Principles of  Geology, which, in turn, 

led Charles Darwin to see in finches’ beaks evidence for the theory of  

evolution. Like Monet, Hutton, Lyell, and Darwin, students who go out 

into the city and observe sometimes find truths that contradict or chal-

lenge orthodoxy. To see can be revolutionary.

 For every person, the eye is the door. What one finds beyond 

the door depends on what is there and what one has the skill to see, but 

also on what one wants to understand. For Monet it was light and color, 

for Hutton it was the history of  the earth, for Lyell, the principles of  

geology, for Darwin, the theory of  evolution. For Franklin, Crick, and 

Watson, it was the structure of  DNA. Aldous Huxley found a sacramen-

tal vision of  reality, eighth-grade students in West Philadelphia a sense of  

past and hope for a future. Through Monet’s paintings I see the lights of  

day, in season and place; through Hutton’s and Lyle’s drawings and the 

principles they embody, I recognize landscape’s significant detail, traces 

of  ancient and ongoing events, and patterns of  relationships between life 

and place. Through West Philadelphia’s children, I learn the connection 

between place and knowledge, self  esteem, and pride. Beyond my own 
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eye’s door are landscapes, the stories they tell, and the ideas they embody. 

I pass through the eye’s door and see: that the natural and the human are 

one, continuous not separate, landscape a mutual shaping of  people and 

place and a form of  language born out of  living, a language with which to 

tell new stories and to envision how to adapt human settlements in life-

sustaining ways.
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FuRtHeR ReaDiNg

 Photography, landscape, and the art of  visual thinking are each 

broad topics, and the literature is vast. An essay on sources will be includ-

ed in future editions. 

Further reading: an essay on sources
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Richard Misrach, 3-3-98 6:25 AM. In Golden Gate (Arena Editions, 2001).

Richard Misrach, 3-3-98 6:30 AM. In Golden Gate (Arena Editions, 2001).

Joel Meyerowitz, In Bay/Sky (Bulfinch Press, 1993), Plate 31.

Joel Meyerowitz, In Bay/Sky (Bulfinch Press, 1993), Plate 40.

sigNiFiCaNt Detail

Dorothea Lange, July 5, 1939. Person County, N. C. Member of  congregation of  
Wheeley’s Church called “queen.” She wears the native old fashioned type of  sunbon-
net. Her dress and apron were made at home. See 19919C for side view of  bonnet 
and homemade gloves. Contrast with Texas type sunbonnet. LC-USF34-019917-C. 
Library of  Congress.

Dorothea Lange, July 5, 1939. Person County, N. C. Church yard on annual cleaning-
up day. LC-USF34-020120-E. Library of  Congress.

Dorothea Lange, July 9, 1939. Gordonton, Person County, N. C. Country store on 
dirt road. Sunday afternoon. For other photograph of  store on week day see nega-
tive number 19740E. Note the kerosene pump on the right and gasolene pump on 
the left. Brother of  store owner stands in doorway. LC-USF34-019911-C. Library of  
Congress.

Joel Meyerowitz, Atlanta, 1988. In Creating a Sense of  Place (Smithsonian, 1990), 54.

Hans Holbein, Drawing of  a Marksman. Statens Museum for Kunst, Copenhagen, 
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Meindert Hobbema, The Avenue at Middelharnis, 1689. London, The National Gallery. 

[http://www.nationalgallery.org.uk/paintings/meindert-hobbema-the-avenue-at-middelharnis]

“WHat is  tHeRe, HiDDeN aND Real”

Wright Morris, Faulkner County, near Oxford Mississippi, 1940. In The Inhabitants 
(Charles Scribner’s, 1946).
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